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And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven,
having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell
on earth,
and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people.
- Revelation 14:6
Introduction
In this Immaculaceptor Galaxy, this world is known as
Placentia - planet of plenty and rebirth. Now is the time for
Placentia's citizens to awaken to the realization that
civilized Life exists throughout the entire Universe. Space
beings of the Galactic Command Space Complex are here, now,
channeling a universal message of peace and goodwill to all
the people of the planet through this prophesied Everlasting

Gospel.
Know that the time has come to reunite with the eternal
Universal Family to bring forth a New World Order. Through the
wonderful World Master Plan given here, the people can unite
to establish a golden New Age of real peace. The use of high
galactic technology shall supply the people with unlimited
free energy, bringing absolute freedom, security and abundance
to everyone, and interstellar cultural union with the
civilizations of other worlds.
Let the world people unite now under this New CovenantWorld Bill of Rights to establish themselves as a New World
Government: an international world wide communal democracy
that is of, by and for the people. This declaration of
Universal Rights fulfills and supersedes the US ConstitutionBill of Rights and the Constitutions of all nations.
The New Covenant-World Bill of Rights provides the vision
and foundation of a new civil social order wherein all
material resources and industries are held common by all the
citizens of the world. This guarantees the provision that all
things which are proper and perfect shall be added unto every
person; and each will have absolute freedom, security and
abundance on one high standard.
The US citizens were supposed to produce real liberty,
justice, equality and true pursuits of happiness, but instead
they have fallen under the negative effects of capitalism.
Liberty, justice and equality shall now be made a fact of life
thru a free economy of universal giving and receiving, getting
rid of money altogether.
Know now that the Scriptures contain exact Universal Mind
cybernetic channelings which prophesy this time of the end
days leading to a great planetary rebirth: a reawakening into
eternity and the regaining of a shared life with the Universal
Family which lives throughout the planets, stars and celestial

realms of this Galaxy, and throughout the rest of the Universe
as well.
Jeremiah 31:31-33 foretells of this New Covenant given to
mankind: "Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will
make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the
house of Judah: Not according to the covenant that I made with
their fathers, in the day that I took them by the hand, to
bring them out of the land of Egypt; which my covenant they
brake, although I was an husband unto them, saith the Lord;
But this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house
of Israel; After those days, saith the Lord, I will put my law
in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will
be their God, and they shall be my people."
Thus the Universe has foretold the coming forth of this
New Covenant-World Bill of Rights which brings into the real
world humanity mission all of the world citizens of Israel,
which means "is real" and refers to all those who finally
bring in the Kingdom of God, or New Order for the Ages. Its
wisdom and truth are self-evident:
The New Covenant-World Bill of Rights
Let each of us share all the world - the kingdom of God
and call one place of our choosing our own
and be free to come and go in the world
and stay at any dwelling place
accomodating travelers.
Let each of us give to the extent of our abilities
to the One World Company, and in return
all things shall be added unto us.
Let each of us be judged only by our conscience in God
and let no people judge their fellow beings,
but rather take judgement of their
own thought and action.
Let no person or group hold any authority over another
except that people be willingly led by wisdom
and true personality.
Let the government be of the people, where the people
are self-governed; by the people, where the people
enjoy perfect freedom; for the people, where the
people give themselves abundant living.
Let the government seat be only the storehouse
and inventory of the people's products.

Let all things be done unto edification, for God
is not the author of confusion.
Let the truth be known. In this Everlasting Gospel is the
World Master Plan sent by the Uni-Godhead thru the person of
Its New World Comforter, Allen Michael, to bring forth a One
World Nation of Israel (that which IS REAL), to fulfill the
people's destiny of a New Order for the Ages.
It's about time earthlings recognize that this planet and
its people are of the Universe, and that finally the Universe
they speak of as God, or Providence, is taking over; because,
if It didn't, earthlings would go right off the deep end thru
biological degeneration, which they are creating out of their
wrong use of spiritual energies.
The Universe has given earthlings space in time to correct
their long-standing errors against Its natural dynamics. But
they haven't come out of their obvious errors, which are
economic. Acts 4:32-35 tells how to correct them:
"And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart
and of one soul: neither said any of them that ought of things
which he possessed was his own; but they had all things common
. . . Neither was there any among them that lacked: for as
many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and
brought the prices of the things that were sold. And laid them
down at the apostles' feet: and distribution was made unto
every man according as he had need."
Now,
old
orthodox
science,
coupled
with
runaway
technology, which are both out of the hands of the people and
their representatives, are leading them on to doomsday. This
is not necessarily from nuclear missile disaster because, as
people will find out, all nuclear weapons are ultimately
controlled by ETI (Extra Territorial Intelligence) space
beings of the Galactic Command Space Complex. The angels in
the clouds spoken of in the Biblical scriptures are the UFOETI servants of the Uni-Godhead who are in charge of the
delivery of this planet into its New Age. If doomsday were to
come, it would occur as a result of the food, bodies, soil,
air and water of this planet going on into worsening
degeneration.
All ignorance must end now. So the Universe sends Its
space beings of ETI, "angels of radiant light," to transform
the old world order (powers that be) into our long-awaited
heaven on earth - the eternal Kingdom of God.
To build the foundation upon which a New World shall be
born, the Universe is calling all humanity to carry out
certain necessary changes. Let the people unite to:
Adopt the New Covenant-World Bill of Rights as the one and
only natural law governing all people.
Disarm the whole world.
Carry out a World Wide Buyers Strike that stops the old

world system of buying and selling and establishes the New
World Order of total sharing.
Get Rid of Money (GROM) by creating "free cash flow money"
to the end of eliminating the money system altogether. The New
World economy of pure giving and receiving has no need of
money at all.
End the judiciary-penal system as it presently functions.
All persons who fall under compulsion to commit antisocial
acts should be objectively helped, loved and lifted regardless
of what they have done.
Thru a nonviolent World Wide Passive Resistance Movement,
convert all the world's armies into a World Peace Corps. All
soldiers become Universal Soldiers who are dedicated to
keeping the peace and do not fight in wars.
Provide all people with their basic needs of food,
clothing, shelter, care, recreation, transportation, communications and energies on one high standard.
UNION OF LABOR
Labor unions are part of the Uni-Godhead's plan to unite
all humanity into the Kingdom of God, a heaven on earth, or
state of true Christ Communalism that is being established
over the world at this time. Both the labor unions and the
system of capitalism which the workers strike against to get
higher wages and better working and living conditions have
reached their zenith. For labor unions to fulfill their
destiny mission with the Spirit of Truth, they must unite now
and take the great step that will end usury money, which is
what capitalism is.
Capitalism is not an inspired, thought-out and engineered
system. It has only evolved out of the secular ways of the
people. It is only effects and has no cause in itself. In the
greater sense there are no capitalists, there are only people
bound to usury money.
The workers are bound to servitude in a ten percent
interest time-lag and an economy of planned obsolescence. Why
work at all if your labor is taking humanity backward instead
of forward? Half of the world's population should be on
vacation at a time, enjoying the things the workers produce.
This will come about when the value of things is based not on
the production of profits, but on the essentials of life,
which the Universe and Its nature produce.
It is said in the US Bicentennial Year Book that Adam
Smith was the father of capitalism. This is an illusion in
which persons mentally subjugated to effects - which is what
capitalism is - try to find support for their doings from men
of renowned thought. Adam Smith's economic system didn't
include usury money. It was inspired in him as the way for
artisans and business people, consumers and producers, to get

things into gear and bring the world up to this place where a
New Age could be launched.
The idea in democratic government, and now in detente, is
that it is supposed to be used to make world government for
those who toil by the sweat of their brow, and to get humanity
up to the place where the Kingdom of God comes in all over the
world. The workers haven't toiled by the sweat of their brow
because the symbolic Eve sinned, but because they were not
united into the Uni-Christ Idea: "the idea whose time has come
now and cannot be stopped."
If money in the US had been used only as a true medium of
exchange - which, according to the Constitution, it should
have been - then there wouldn't be only capital wealth
controlling all the people; but there would also be a free
cash flow spiritual democracy that nourishes the workers, and
they would not have need of money at interest from private
bank loans or need of insurance as it is now. In other words,
there should have been a way for the working class to have
spiritual democracy - a government of, by and for the people.
And there should have been another way to finance the people
who needed joint stock capital for the building of large
industries.
We workers buy things and pay for them out of salaries and even pay sales tax, income tax and property tax - all
because, as St. Matt. 21:42-44 tells us, the cornerstone for
the right use of money was never laid when the US was founded.
We'll go into this more later on. We go thru all these money
trips in God's potential paradise of abundance for everyone. A
strange phenomenon in a totally automated Universe, designed
thru atoms (RNA-DNA-ESP-PSI) to give everyone absolute
freedom, security and abundance.
Those people under capital wealth (capitalism) are in a
punishment system where they are judging themselves for their
sin and they don't even know what their sin is. They are told
their sins are such things as adultery, stealing, lying, etc.,
but these aren't their major sins at all! Their major sin is
that they buy and sell and wheel and deal for their own
secular advantages. They don't get their daily bread (their
needs) directly from the vine of life, but they play rather
foolish money games with their material toys, apparently to
get ahead; but with their usury money (money under interestbearing notes and taxation without representation in the
people's commerce) they are going further behind and not ahead
into natural progress.
But now we shall change all this thru a World Wide Buyers
Strike. It isn't enough that we are the entities of a
fantastic Universe, which has everything we can imagine that's
good for everyone, giving us all our needs. We must rise now
and do our spiritual part in bringing in a New Age, which is
set apart from this old dying world order.

Some people say, "Oh, we've worked hard for what we have,
and we're proud of it and wouldn't give it up for anything."
That's because something better has never been shown them.
They have been told of a kingdom in heaven they would go to if
they were good, but they've been told little about the Kingdom
the Uni-Godhead establishes here, and by what means it is
established, and by what people.
Many people think they are under evolution and on the main
line of progress and some day, by and by, they will evolve
into a better way of life. With their science of effects they
hope they will be able to stop wars and criminal acts, conquer
degenerative diseases and end poverty. They are under
illusion. The Babylonian system they live by is itself the
cause of their warring, crime, disease and poverty.
How then will they conquer these negative effects when
their whole system of usury money is such an economic
advantage to the thousands of doctors, lawyers, bondsmen,
etc., who treat mainly the effects and do little about their
causes? If they told the truth, then they couldn't get paid.
So who wants to pioneer a better way of life anyway, when it's
so easy to live in the illusions!
This would be ok, perhaps, if the grave was the end. But
of course it isn't! We keep coming back until we learn to do
it the right way, and then our earth trials and tribulations
end. The right way is to hold all natural resources and
industries of the world common. Let the whole world be set up
as a great One World Family Commune!
This can all be done through just having fun. Most people
have thought, at times, that there should be but one class of
people, that we should all be equal in respect to having our
needs met and giving according to our ability.
One class can be brought about without any hassling,
simply by the common people of the world uniting together and
carrying out a World Wide Buyers Strike. This would put
everyone in the same boat.
All the superfluous businesses would close, yet no one
would lose anything of value. Until those who are out of work
were brought into creative schools of experiences, they could
be on a paid vacation. At the time of our World Wide Buyers
Strike, when it really gets into gear, we'll stop making
payments. And all the new office buildings the workers have
built would be returned to them to convert into communal
housing condominiums, because they wouldn't be needed for
business as usual any longer.
About eighty percent of the people are dabbling around
with superfluous kinds of work and monkey business that
produces nothing of real value, things that will not even be
in a planned, spiritual way of life. Why are so many people
running to and fro, going nowhere important? Even when they go
vacationing, most of them wish they had stayed home because

everything out there is so commercial. Everyone's got their
hand out for money, except in the socialist countries.
CAPITALISM A DETOUR - SOCIALISM ON THE MAIN HIGHWAY
The people under capitalism are not on the main line of
evolution. They have been led onto a detour, as private banks
took control of their money. Now, way over on a side road,
they are coming to realize they are lost and can't get back to
the main line of soul evolving without junking their old
system.
Private bankers didn't personally create their money lending to work hardships on people. It just evolved out of
the people's secular ways. Now the people are after money. If
money had only been a token to represent each person's amount
of giving to the common good of all people, then this money
changers' system of cyborg capitalism we live under would not
have evolved to enslave us as it has. The private banking
system evolved out of the secular ways of the people, just as
nearly everything else has.
People don't get together on a collective basis to
celebrate their revolutionary progress towards their seeking
first the Kingdom of the Uni-Godhead so that all things could
eventually be added unto them. The yearly celebrations they do
have are only a mockery of the truth and the democratic
spirit. The gentiles celebrate their commercial Christmas,
which is a complete farce. The Americans celebrate, with
fireworks on the 4th of July, their independence, which they
never obtained. They won the War of Independence from England,
so to speak, but lost its cause. They got the private banks of
the old world anyway, because they didn't even know what they
were fighting for. They got usury money instead of free cash
flow to nourish a people's commerce.
So then, for a long time everyone has wanted their own fig
tree in their own back yard and their own little hut on a
square lot that always has bills to pay, with added interest
and taxes of course! It would be much simpler to just make all
things free. Think of all the personnel it takes to read
meters and send out bills, and the hassle of paying them. All
wasted time! People have lost faith in people! There's nothing
wrong with people. There's only something sadly wrong with the
kind of economic system they live under. Anyhow, we're going
to end all the worldly systems now and build a One World
Communal Democracy.
When the cost of living soars out of sight, taxes increase
out of sight, and industries cut back and lay off workers.
Then revolution comes because usury has thrown the economy out
of balance. Too many people playing the numbers rackets and
not enough people producing essential goods and services is an
imbalance. Then at last the establishment uses police and

soldier power to try and halt the spiritual movement of the
people. The establishment, those imbedded in authority,
evidently think they are God; and above all, they think their
government must keep functioning as the Imperial State or the
American dream won't come about. They take much glory unto
themselves and attach much importance to their two houses of
representatives, which in truth is a house divided against
itself and cannot stand. Why don't the elected representatives
of the people's government agree on those things that are
self-evident in the US Constitution-Bill of Rights, given by
Nature's God? Instead of legislating the ways and means of
free cash flow in the people's commerce, they legislate usury
money deals, make laws to reinforce the things that are wrong,
and penalize the people for being natural in an unnatural
system. Who wants to go on buying and selling their daily
bread for secular profit any longer! The time is at hand to
end the old world ways and means, mark the slate clean and
begin anew on a clean slate.
All these shenanigans of our old way of life must be
changed, and the proper way to change them would be for the
people to unite and wield the power of right-on words and
actions that will make the government print free cash flow
money and circulate it freely through the communal commerce of
the people. Then the people will not be simply trying to get
rich, but they will begin to have an abundance of all things
that are produced in the proper way.
The system of capitalism is effects and it cannot afford
to farm properly, run industries properly, conserve natural
resources properly, etc. It is an automatic waste system that
pollutes the air, water, soil and our bodies, and squanders
our labor in superfluous things.
Who would suspect that, as a worker, you would be going to
the bank to deposit money to borrow back again, eventually to
go broke and then be repossessed? As a worker for wages, you
can't pay interest on money, because it isn't in your pay. In
your pay is only an allowance to keep you paying bills and
grubbing.
Who would have suspected that in the buying and selling of
their daily bread for secular profits, the people would end up
with no real food, security or way of correcting error, short
of junking the whole system and starting over again on a clean
slate, as they should have been done at the many key points in
history? The people didn't have to ride the gravy train right
on down to this kind of an ending, where it's 'do or die'.
Who would suspect that, in going to the commercial market
and buying cans, bottles and boxes of commercial food, people
are giving themselves their degenerative diseases and mental
diseases? And the doctors they go to only treat the effects
but never tell them the truth about the real causes. Most of
them just want to get paid in their kind of money, and they

couldn't get paid if they exposed the causes. Do they know the
causes and are deliberately deceiving the people, or are they
plain ignorant? The cans, boxes and bottles are not as good as
nature's wrappers, and the garbage man has to haul them away
to the dump, or to be recycled into more cans, bottles and
boxes. And who wants to go on making cans, bottles and boxes
and printing fancy labels? Isn't all of this a waste of the
creative potentials of the people? In America they say: "Oh,
we must do all these things to keep the people employed."
In socialism they are beginning to say: "What is labor if
it's for a dead cause? Let's eliminate the useless repetitious
things and change over to natural ways and means." The
socialists have laid the foundation so they can make any
changes they wish without hurting anyone; except, seemingly,
their capitalistic competitors, and it won't really hurt them
a bit.
For every degree that socialism advances, capitalism goes
down a degree. Socialism can't advance without sharing, and
sharing creates positive mental seeds in the planet's aura,
which
conflicts
the
cyborg
beast
of
capitalism
with
convulsions and more contradictions. The socialists have taken
and absorbed all the blows the beast can give. Since the beast
can't destroy socialism in war, then it seeks to destroy it by
nuclear weapons, but only succeeds in knocking itself out.
However, the way to balance the plank on a rock - with
free enterprise on one end and socialism on the other, teetertottering back and forth in emotions - is for socialism to go
on into a demonstration of true communism right away. Everyone
wants true communism when they hear about it and come to know
what it is.
It's like the Socialists can't have communism until the US
citizens end cyborg capitalism. And the people who are yet
under usury money can't have real democracy until they get rid
of interest and taxes and live by the truth alone.
Those living under socialism have the greater advantage
because their system is on the main highway of progress
according to Uni-natural dynamics, and is evolving towards
Christ Communism. They are not in debt to anyone, nor are
their prices going up or their workers being laid off, and
they have no appreciable taxes to pay. They are operating a
collective workers' complex where all the people evolve
together on the same high standards in which they can go
onward into the New World Kingdom of God. They don't know it's
the Kingdom of God that's coming up, nor do they know they are
the church of the Uni-Godhead that rose out of the people; but
it's obvious that the world destiny mission is put into their
hands.
On the other hand, however, the poor people under
capitalism - which isn't an economic system, but is simply
effects of the people's secular pursuits of happiness, which

hasn't turned out to be the real pursuit of happiness at all
that their Constitution given by "nature's god" envisioned for
them - are going right off the deep end into a karmic
cleansing revolution that would destroy the "powers that be"
that bind them to usury. But why go that route, when I'm
giving you a way to bring the US Israel into its destiny
mission along with the Soviet Union and Red China Israel?
US AND USSR DESTINY MISSION
When the US was founded, it never crossed over into its
"New Order for the Ages" (Novus Ordo Seclorum) as depicted on
the pyramid side of the Great Seal of the US. Above the
capstone it reads: "He prospers our undertaking" (Annuit
Coeptis). Who is "He"? "He" is the Spirit of Truth. See St.
John 14:16, 17.
The US pioneers that Abraham (Gen. 12:1-3) led to the
North American Continent had a good 75 years here before the
Continental Congress came.
They had settled 13 colonies and had little trouble with
red people. In fact, they were integrating and exchanging
ideas and goods and services with the Indians.
Benjamin Franklin had instituted colonial script, which
the people exchanged.
They had at least one copy of the King James Scriptures
and had read the verses in Acts 4:32-35 about Jesus' teachings
of
holding
all
things
common.
But
the
hang-ups
or
preconditioned responses they carried into the New World, from
the old world they had come out of, were still prevalent in
them.
Naturally, the International Bankers of those times,
having risen out of persecutions, rose to control the money of
Europe and were not about to let a new nation rise and
inaugurate a new kind of money, because it would obviously
ruin their kind of money that was lent as interest-bearing
notes and thru which they could influence the levying of tax
money, which they could also control.
We can say now that the US pioneers were meek as lambs,
but they surely were not as wise as the old serpents of
materialism.
Not until Prophet Marx came with the Dialectical Gospel of
Materialism would Israel people have any real knowledge of
what property, tools and money are.
The International Bankers sent their CIA of those times
(the same CIA that exists now) to the North American
Continent. Alexander Hamilton was their main spokesman.
The drafters of the Declaration of Independence were
greatly
outnumbered
by
the
majority
of
mortal-minded
intellectuals. Those who drafted the Declaration had to fight
with words that were loud and clear to even get the Bill of

Rights into the Constitution, without which it would have had
little meaning, nor would it have been different from any
other nation's Constitution at the time.
After the Declaration of Independence had been accepted,
noted editorialists all over the world praised it and believed
that a new form of government had been declared that was
idealistic and would influence good social changes over the
whole world. The idealistic writers in Russia, where new ideas
of freedom were growing, were especially aware of the freedoms
of the people presented in the US Bill of Rights. Russia at
that time was the best ally the US people had, as history also
shows.
As time went on, the US became involved in foreign money
deals with status quo governments that were not in the
interests of the people of those nations, nor in keeping with
the high idealism of the Declaration of Independence. As time
went on, the idealists in other oppressive nations could see
that the American government was just like the rest of the
national governments, more interested in deals and profits
than living up to the high ideals they had dedicated, which
called for a new economy that printed its own money and would
not fall subservient to the old world bankers, who came from
Europe to America as a great eagle. "He cropped off the top of
his young twigs, and carried it into a land of traffic; he set
it in a city of merchants (New York City Stock Exchange)." The
parable about the two eagles and a vine, as depicted in Eze.
17:1-6 and 7-10, is referring to the European Rothschild Bankers who had taken over the US money system and that of
England. As we see, England built a great empire on usury
money, which it has since lost. So it is with the US in these
times. But even so, the Jewish Bankers (who became Zionism)
and the CIA, which was organized as their scout troops to
secure their international investments, got the world off on
developing the Industrial Age.
Let us remember that there are two sides to all status quo
deals. There is that of invested interests and that of the
workers' interests. Had the common people understood and had
they been organized on behalf of their own interests, then
there could have been democratic bargaining between capital
and labor. In Ezekiel, Chapter 18, he writes about sour
grapes, God's promise of life to the just, a just son of a
wicked father, etc. The thought he uses is in duality, the
belief in the just and the unjust. But all along the unjust
have been a relative product of the just, who didn't base
justice on the ideal of a world to share with everyone. Both
the invested interests (capital) and the workers' interests
(labor) have been based on money and property. The value of
this prophecy for these times is that it does give an account
of why the US and England have been in bondage; and it shows
how the time has come when they can easily get out of hock to

the old world bankers and out from under their controls. Gog
(the CIA) only has power thru the people that will fight to
keep their own private property and money. All the fighting
can end now, because we are all going to inherit the planet
together, rising mind over matter.
The main thing that was to come forth in the new US was a
new money system that would break the power of the old world
bankers who, by that time, had all Europe sort of in hock to
them. The bankers financed both sides in wars, and therefore
it seemed they were playing the nations against each other.
This could only be done because the people had no world
movement of their own. There were churches and temples
everywhere, but no united people's movement in the idealism of
the Uni-Christ Idea.
I'm not trying to show that the International Bankers were
in the wrong, for nations should have legislated the terms
under which International Bankers could operate in them. But
the one thing the people in general wouldn't rise above was
their secularism, which amounted to trying to cut their piece
of pie out of the middle by setting up legal processes thru
which they could own property, have their own savings account,
borrow money when needed, etc. This is, of course, ridiculous
because the people with the most money get their cut first and
most people just get crumbs.
If money were ever to be used at all, it should have been
used as a token that represented each person's amount of
giving to the common good; and the price structure of goods
and services should have been established so that, with the
medium of exchange the people received, they could have
purchased each day an equal amount of the full measure of the
things they were producing. Every person should have been able
to share traveling facilities and all the recreational things
that have been built by the workers. Only the people under
cyborg capitalism are yet bound to the old status quo. They
are folding back against themselves and need a way to liberate
themselves and still save face in the face of impending
disaster.
You may say: "How could growing businesses and industries
make the profits to expand with if money were used only as a
medium of exchange and not to be taxed or lent by private
banks at interest?" If you read the Constitution-Bill of
Rights of the US Israel properly - which nature's God inspired
through the men and women of the Adamen (Freemasonry) - then
you will see that the government had two wings like a spread
eagle, as depicted on the side of the American Great Seal that
would be used during the American Gentile period. The New Age
side of the US Great Seal is the side with the pyramid of the
Adamen on it. The word Adamen comes from the true meaning of
Adam, which means "atoms" or "atomic Universe." One branch of
the US government was to be for the commerce of the smaller

businesses, craft workers, skilled laborers and artists, and
the other was to be for the government's financing of large
industries and the right use of natural resources. But this
never happened in the US when it was founded, and St. Matt.
21:42 thru 44 tells us why.
The Godhead had brought forth the Jew or Hebrew bankers of
Europe to set up a joint stock company, through which big
industries in the growing US economy and over the world could
have large sums of capital wealth (this was not to be
capitalism) to finance the big industries. They were to pay a
service fee to maintain the joint stock company. But the
workers and smaller businesses were to have a free cash flow
commerce. This never happened in the US because the people
were on secular trips, and they are still trying to cut their
piece of pie out of the center.
What is now the privately owned Federal Reserve System in
the US is the joint stock company, and the International CIA
Ring is their clandestine activities organization and is the
seat of "Gog" (demagoguery). This is spoken of in Ezekiel,
Chapters 38 and 39. The CIA is organized to protect the
domestic and foreign investments of the World Bankers. That
is, the Old World Bankers, because now the World Bank of
Israel - set up by the USSR tribe of Judah - has the real
money system going that finances new industries for the
working people and supports the world people's Christ
Communist Revolution.
So now the Old World Bankers will have to throw in the
towel, because they cannot compete with free labor, or money
that does not bear interest, and is not under taxation. But
the Old World Bankers can't throw in the towel, because they
are under past karma, as nearly everyone else is. And the
vision of what the New Order For the Ages is, is not out in
the open yet so that all people can see what it is and how to
obtain it.
In knowing past history however, we see that Christ
Communism in the Soviet Union did receive much financing and
material goods from the US to rebuild with after their karmic
cleansing revolution of 1919 thru 1921, and they received
financial and military support to help defeat Gog's army in
the World War Two Armageddon. And at present their grain deals
are going through, as well as other trade agreements with the
US. This shows that all things are working together for good
unto those who love the Uni, its life and nature, and are
called according to Its wonderful purposes.
In St. Matt. 21:42-44 it was the US Tribe of Joseph the
Kingdom of God mission was taken from because they never laid
the cornerstone - the right foundation for the right use of
money. Naturally, money was never to become a commodity that
was taxed and loaned at interest rates, but the US pilgrims
obviously didn't know what money was and allowed it to become

usury through private banking.
The USSR Israel, which is the Tribe of Judah, finally laid
the cornerstone in Russia. This was the return of the World
Nation of Israel, and its principal aims were to end private
property and usury money. This they did, by forming a workers'
socialistic democracy.
We can know that all the high men and women of the past
keep reincarnating into every decisive age and keep doing
their spiritual things until, at last, the whole world is in
the New World Order; which will be so different from the past
preliminary period we are emerging from, that very few people
would recognize its tenets or have its vision at this time.
But now it's either lay the US cornerstone so that we can come
up to par with our sister republic, the USSR, or else this
nation must go through its karmic cleansing revolution, which
fulfills the prophecy in Eze. 37:15-17 about the joining
together of two sticks to be one in the hand of the Spirit of
Truth. The US citizens cannot be on a par with the USSR Tribe
of Judah unless they end the ownership of private property and
usury money as the Soviets have done.
At this time, the high people of the old religions, and
even of the Masonic Order and World Zionism, are passing on
into the higher ideals of building a new world Communal
Democracy, but the churches and temples of religions still
have young souls in them who are yet under labels and are not
up front leading the world people of Israel into a Heaven on
Earth, which is of the building of true Christ Communism all
over the world.
St. Matthew 21:42-44 is telling that the US founders never
got the cornerstone laid for the right kind of legislation of
money when the US was founded. Present at that time were
people of the US Tribe of Joseph that Abraham had gathered out
of nations and brought unto this land, carrying the "Ark of
the Covenant," whose colors were red, white and blue: red for
the blood shed in the Christ Reformation, white for the Spirit
of Truth, and the blue for the far reaches of destiny.
The main founders of the US Adamen were men like Thomas
Jefferson, George Washington, Thomas Paine and John Adams, all
members of Freemasonry, who brought forth the New Age side of
the Great Seal of the United States of Israel on which the
pyramid sits with the capstone above it, not mounted on the
pyramid yet. This is our task now - to put the all-seeing eye
capstone on the pyramid so that the US begins its destiny
mission. Above the capstone with the all-seeing eye of the
Spirit of Truth, it says: Annuit Coeptis, which means "He
prospers our undertaking," and below the pyramid is inscribed
Novus Ordo Seclorum, which means "New Order For The Ages." We
have waited this long to lay the proper foundation in the US
for its destiny mission, which unites us with our sister
republic, the USSR Tribe of Judah.

Let me say this and perhaps it will sharpen your wits:
Satanic power is the prod to progress and the latch of
retrogression. The people in their erring ways have negated
their space aura, and filled it full of enough negated atoms
(satanic power) to now force them all the rest of the way into
the Kingdom of God organization growing on our planet.
What the orthodox religions have been calling Satan is
satanic power; and every by-product the people create out of
their usury, which causes them to do things the wrong way, is
automatically recycled by the Universe against the people,
giving them back the anguish of the wrong they have done. This
is the time the world people break with nationalism and stop
worrying about an enemy or that their nation is in danger.
When we finish our 1290 days of World Wide Passive Resistance
Movement there will be no national powers left. We are ridding
the world of nationalism. A One World Government comes that is
totally in the activities of the people fulfilling life unto
one another.
The Uni-Godhead has set aside the seven year tribulation
for the world people of Israel to do great things (Daniel12:113). Add the 1290 plus 1335 days spoken of in this prophecy
together and you get about a seven-year period. In the first
1290 days we carry out a World Wide Buyers Strike. At this
time, we keep the necessary services and supplies going, so
that everything we need is available, but everything that is
superfluous to our New Age we let fall out of the picture. No
one really 'loses their job'. All jobs as we know them now
will become creative experiences, and there will be no dirty
jobs or hard jobs left to do.
WORLD WIDE PASSIVE RESISTANCE MOVEMENT
The altruistic idea of a World Wide Passive Resistance
Movement - WWPRM - is to bring about the necessary changes
through nonviolence. Violence is only of people who are yet
under fear of their own police military-legal processes.
Passive resistance isn't by any means new. Every real
visionary and revolutionary through the ages has conceived in
the unity of many people to bring about the end of the status
quo world; but as we know, the great world people's movement
of the Israelites had been set aside for a particular time.
No real WWPRM could come until its time had come, and its
time has come. Either many people will die by their own
foolish devices in the coming Last War for the World - the
last part of the battle of Armageddon and world tribulation or for a real change they will act in righteousness in their
own behalf and in behalf of their world humanity and end this
old dying world order through what will amount to having the
best time they ever had. I mean just that. There's no blood,
sweat and tears in the kind of nonviolent revolution I am

organizing under the Constitution-Bill of Rights of the US
given by nature's God, in which the US citizens already have
their rights and their true laws. For the most part, the
millions of pages of laws they have written since do not
uphold the Constitution at all; but, as I have said, are only
accessories of the buying and selling world. In the laying of
the US cornerstone now, so the real US can begin, we must
disrupt business-as-usual. The kind of disruption we bring
about ends completely the Gentiles' business as usual world,
and begins the kind of government of, by and for the people
that we would have had if the proper cornerstone had been laid
when the US was founded. Surely not you or the legal Americans
are going to argue with the cybernetics the Uni-Godhead gave,
long before the Father God led Abraham and his followers to
this North American continent. The Uni-Godhead had already
appointed the men of the Adamen to lay the proper foundation which, as we see, never got laid.
Grasp the value of prophecy. Gen. 12:1-3 and St. Matt.
21:42-44 puts the US citizens on the spot. The US tribe of
Joseph is to become a "blessing to all the families of the
earth." The US Israel cannot become a blessing to anyone - not
even themselves - until they bring cyborg capitalism under the
dominion of the righteous world people's government, and this
means the end of capitalism, which is only effects and isn't
an economic system in the first place.
The Last War for the World isn't really promoted by any
sinister force. It's a happening in which the cyborg dragon
falls. Just like the tide ebbs in and out, so it is with the
building of karma that fires a war; and wrong economics is one
of the main causes. The tide flows with the Universe, and when
people are under negative karma they flow against their higher
nature; but their higher nature wins the battle and makes them
right for all humanity. As I keep repeating, the Last War for
the World doesn't need to come to the world people, for the
world people have it within their power to go the extra mile
by advancing a real World Wide Passive Resistance Movement and
World Wide Buyers' Strike.
So then what will be the outcome of the Last War for the
World, that begins in the Middle East and spreads across the
US mainland because US troops are involved again? People are
just unrealistic dreamers when they go on further into the
armament race and support the military establishment at all at
this time.
The main thing I want to point out here is why the Last
War for the World will come in the Middle East. Look at the
surface of the planet and you will see that the wars since
1914 have come in strategic places over the planet where the
people have been held under the old order of imperialism. All
of this deals first with ETI - the space aura into which
people have been collectively recording their experiences. The

people of all nations, except those led by Christ Communism,
have been repeatedly sowing negative karma for themselves,
simply because they buy and sell and wheel and deal in
materiality for secular profits. This in itself is the cause
of soaring prices and workers' layoffs. The kind of direct
action we must take now would involve the soldiers, workers in
general, students and church & temple congregations, who would
not go on doing their part as they are doing it now unless the
circumstances and situations under which they work were in
harmony with the Uni-Christ Reformation. Can the soIdiers of
the world unite and lay down the conditions under which they
would go to war? They surely can! What's to stop the soldiers
of the nations from forming a union? They would obey the
"powers that be" as far as the draft call is concerned, but
they would all have an agreement that they would not fight period!
The Soviets and the Red Chinese would really go for such
Universal action among the soldiers of the world, because they
do not need wars to accomplish their goals. They need only
defense, mainly from the warlords who keep using war as a
means of keeping capitalism going. Most of all, the US tribe
of Joseph does not need capitalism or its wars. There is that
illusion that we must be strong militarily just in case an
aggressor nation should attack us. But look at the past record
and you will see that no nation could or would involve the US
mainland unless the US went into civil war, and then the
Soviets and/or Chinese would come to the aid of US
revolutionaries as they did in Korea and Vietnam with the
democratic people of those nations.
The break between the Soviets and the Red Chinese will be
healed, because of the way coming events will take place.
Capitalism is in a position where its superfluous economy can
never recover, and neither can it win a war against the
Soviets, even with the help of Red China, should they conspire
in such a futile deal. Only the Uni-Godhead that commands ETSI
- Extra Territorial Space Intelligence - commands all, and It
is in the process of bringing in Its kingdom here, and the
wars are only eruptions of bad karma.
Actually, the church and temple leaders should have been
the greatest influence with the world people in the cause of
right-use-ness as applied to all material things. But as we
see, the real church of God rose out of the people as the
Christ Communist movement. The Uni-Godhead has brought forth
Its church in spite of all status quo institutions, and has
left them in shame to see their blundering.
The Uni-Godhead is as cool as a cucumber about the whole
affair. It would apologize if It could, but It cannot, without
remaking Its natural laws. The Last War for the World comes at
a time when our iniquities have to end. It isn't to
necessarily force the people into the Kingdom of God. It is

simply the result of the mental seeds earth people go on
sowing. Our far out World Wide Buyers' Strike will prevent the
last part of Armageddon from happening and bring in the
Kingdom of God in a fun way.
The only persons who may get hurt during our World Wide
Passive Resistance Movement will be those who come up against
people who take orders from some group that may try to prevent
the organizing of the world people for a World Wide Passive
Resistance Movement and a World Wide Buyers' Strike. In no way
will we resist overt forces who try to get us to resist their
paid mercenaries; for in this way we could not succeed, and
would be divided and cast into civil war with ourselves.
As Christ Revolutionaries we must be wiser than those old
material serpents who are mentally subjugated to the cyborg
and automatically act as robots. They secretly plan what they
would call the defense of America against communism and they
would welcome an uprising of the people that would give them
the opportunity to employ military power to put the US
revolutionaries down and reunite America to defend the socalled free world - which is only free if you have plenty of
money and, even for those who do, the freedom that is bought
is only superficial. There is no way to defend the free world,
because it is falling due to its own economic ways, which are
not of liberty, justice and equality. As we see in Korea and
Vietnam, the materialistic serpents of capitalism secretly
planned their military maneuvers there; which couldn't succeed
and won't succeed now in the US or in the Middle East. They
are only the reaction that forces the people into Christ
Communism.
The old world establishment does nothing about the causes
of negative effects. The old world establishment doesn't aim
to end crime, because then the judges, lawyers, bondsmen,
etc., wouldn't have jobs; and it's the same way with war,
disease, and poverty. All these negative effects are caused by
the system itself. The system is a paradox. It is likened to
the Phoenix bird that burnt itself to ashes and then rose out
of its ashes. What a way to go! But this is the way the
American Gentiles are leading the US citizens now. It is very
difficult for the US citizens of Israel to read between the
lines as long as all the secret maneuvers go on in high places
that the people have no information about.
But this Master Plan of the World Wide Passive Resistance
Movement and World Wide Buyers' Strike that I'm outlining for
the US Tribe of Joseph will completely spoil all the secret
plans of the old establishment. We'll take the power out of
their hands and put it into the hands of the democratic
people, who are no longer operating within the status quo but
have taken a course that goes right straight to the real
objectives that are to be accomplished. The profiteers worry
about holding onto their huge facilities of private property

and capital wealth. They do not know that the Uni-Godhead owns
all property and has the power to call it all in to be held in
common by all people. This does not mean private dwellings.
According to the New Covenant-World Bill of Rights, each
person can call one place of their choosing their own where
they will live. Those people who do not have suitable living
quarters now will soon have them, as we inherit all the
superfluous office buildings the workers have built and
convert them into communal complexes for the people to live
in.
We will organize the workers to strike against the
industries we are ending. We will not need picket lines any
longer while we're striking. We will be busy raising
vegetables, grains, beans, fruit, cleaning up our cities and
doing many useful things. We'll make everything free to
ourselves.
We'll organize one community after another, so that people
can bridge the gap between the old dying world and our world
being born.
We'll volunteer our energies towards keeping the necessary
services
and
supplies
going,
and
we'll
live
like
revolutionaries during the 1290 days of Michael's stand with
the Holy People (the Cosmopolitan World People). In 1290 days
we will completely end the old world order and convert the
entire world social environment into creative schools of
experience through which all things are built and all services
are rendered freely to everyone.
The Soviets and Red Chinese have, practically speaking,
done this already. There is a great World Army of Israel
already, and more people are rising in every Gentile nation
every day who will defend their rights to world progress.
The Gentiles who keep Gog's Army going have shown their
colors in World War II Armageddon, the Korean War and the
Vietnam daily sacrifices of our sons at the altars of old
national
superstitions
and
traditions.
The
dialectical
contradictions of capitalism that prophet Marx speaks of have
come about. Many people are now turning their face away from
Gog (demagoguery) and the Gentiles are plenty worried. (The
Gentiles are those who fight for national political groups
that yet support the status quo and usury money.)
We do not mean that Marxist-Leninist communism is the last
word in communism. The bid to build the true communist or
communalist (same thing) world is still wide open for anyone
to take up its challenge. Everyone can take up this cross in
Christ Spirit as their challenge - so they don't get doublecrossed anymore! Ha!
We do, however, state that the blind leading the blind are
never going to return the planet to capitalistic effects. So
therefore, the people under the illusions of private property
and usury money (money lent at interest rates and under

taxation, not representative of the people's free commerce)
should take the next step ahead that goes beyond socialism and
fulfills the US destiny mission in Christ communal ways as
described in Acts 4:32-35.
It is a simple thing to convert all US industries and
institutions into communal free enterprise. The labor unions
need only to unite and tell the owners and managers of
industries and institutions that they want to hold all things
common with them. The owners and managers will agree, because
they can see that the workers could call a universal strike
and shut down all nonessential industries and only keep food,
clothing,
shelter,
care,
recreation,
transportation,
communications and utilities in operation.
The workers would not lose pay because they would end all
bills and cancel all past debts by establishing, in this late
hour, the real government of, by and for the people. Then
liberty, justice and equality would become common sense to the
people. As these words are used now, they just exist on a
piece of paper hanging on the wall, and no one benefits from
their real meaning.
The first and most important part of our World Wide
Passive Resistance Movement is done through freedom of speech
and of the press, or news media, and freedom of assembly. Our
revolution is a "word revolution." Can anyone stop the freedom
of speech and of the press that the Uni-Godhead has given us
in our Constitution-Bill of Rights? Can anyone stop freedom of
assembly? In fact, can anyone stop freedom of spirituality or
freedom in the news media? If they can, then let them try it,
and they'll be the laughing stock of the world people. The
ACLU would jump down their throats. The ACLU has been looking
for a good case of civil rights to sink their teeth into. The
Godhead has laid the groundwork in bringing forth Its
democratic agencies. The Godhead has left no part of what it
can do for us undone. All is ready for a big party on this
Placentia planet.
The Americans do not give us our rights. The Americans do
not defend our rights. The Americans probably don't even know
what the US Constitution-Bill of Rights proclaims and why. We
are not Americans. We are not hung up on a piece of real
estate called America. We are the US citizens of Israel - that
which "Is Real." And we have a rendezvous with destiny and it
has a rendezvous with us.
US CITIZENS OF ISRAEL - NOT "AMERICANS"
Our nation is the United States of the World, united under
the New World Government of Israel. The Soviets were the first
to bring forth the World Nation of Israel, then Red China,
then little Cuba. And soon the whole world will be snug as a
bug in a rug under real Christ Communism, and then we're

really going to have fun sharing the whole world together. On
second thought, snug as a bug in a rug isn't quite the right
saying. With vacuum cleaners and that sort of thing, a bug
isn't really snug in a rug. But anyway, we'll have found our
place in our New World home that will be free of all the manmade regalia that only treats negative effects and does
nothing about the causes.
Notice that I speak of the United States of Israel as two
people. This follows the Scriptures, Hegelianism, Marxism and
Leninism. In the US there are the citizens of the United
States, with humanistic world ideals; and there are the
Americans, who are antithesis and cannot act as citizens of
the United States of the World until they enter into the
destiny mission of the US Israel - "that which is real."
The antithesis, what we call imperialism or nationalism,
is the part of the people who are clinging to the old world
order simply because they do not have the vision of the New
World Order, and their religions are not of one mind to
demonstrate to people now, in their ways of living, how the
Kingdom of God works.
Would they have the faith in the Uni-Christ Idea to go and
register all their property under the charter of the Universal
Industrial Church of the New World Comforter? Would they have
the wit to all go and register for SSI (Social Security and
state aid)? They have the right to apply, and the US
government, through its people's democratic offices, cannot
refuse them social aid if they declare the truth.
The truth about these things goes like this: First, the
people of the Uni-Godhead's high and noble causes are provided
for in the US Constitution. They are of the destiny mission of
the US and they are the only people who can save the US from
going through its karmic cleansing revolution to separate the
chaff from the wheat so that the US can come forth to do its
real mission.
Of this, the US citizens must not think that the coming of
the Kingdom of God is in any way dependent on them. The people
who do spiritual things are the first to benefit from them.
The whole world benefits when people are made independent of
state controls, because the means of producing the things they
need are in their hands. The Americans can say that, in their
free world and in their democratic ways, the people of the US
Isreal have the means of production in their hands, and that
the private banks, insurance companies, the government, etc.,
are only aids to the people.
They are blind as bats! All the money that goes for
interest on loans, and much of the tax and insurance money,
only creates more of a hierarchy - a special privileged class
that, in their ignorance, lords it over the people.
They control the means of production and the propaganda
media, and their judiciary, penal and military system sits

there as a high monolithic giant that causes the people to
fear and to subconsciously see which side their bread is
buttered on. In other words, the judiciary-penal-military
regalia is just a big business and does not serve the Isreal
people of the world; who, for the first time, are going to
show the kind of spiritual power - the truth in action - that
stops all superfluous dealing.
Take a second look - which side is your daily bread
buttered on? It can be buttered on either side. It does not
make any difference which side a slice of bread is buttered
on, it's still the same bread. But it does make a difference
when they try to tell you that one side is good and the other
side is evil.
Socialism is a thesis, and True Communism is of the
synthesis. The Soviets are a world force because they chose,
out of necessity, to revolutionize a country in its means of
producing goods and services. There is only one way that logic
and reasoning could choose to revolutionize a nation and a
people, and it is to get the means of producing goods and
services out of the hands of people who only play with the
material toys and make laws to their advantage, keeping their
insidious penal and military system around to cause the people
to see who feeds them. The people think they cannot eat, have
a home, etc., unless they work for capitalism. They do not
know that the government of the Uni-Godhead is rising in the
people and has already infiltrated into the government of the
US.
It would seem that those progressive people in the US
government cannot make policy for a revolutionary people
unless the revolutionary people know what signals, so to
speak, they are going to use. A football team has plays. They
call signals and the appointed one gives a signal to throw a
pass, make an end run or charge through the line; and each
player knows his part. But our kind of World Wide Passive
Resistance Movement is not like a football game, and we do not
preplan signals as to what we should and should not do. In a
game it matters not whether you win or lose, but how you
played the game. Of course the games under usury have money
involved in them, so this makes the players play to win. They
don't really win anything. They just get a more inflated ego
that they are somehow better than the other team.
Also, for a people to say that others cannot eat, have
housing, clothing and utilities, etc., unless they work for
capitalism and play the money game, is not US Israel at all.
And for people of heart to form kinds of charities that
compensate for capitalistic blundering is not where it's at
either.
The progressive people in government cannot come right out
and tell the people they can get welfare, SSI, etc., and that
they should begin to unite and use the money collectively,

thus demonstrating the good that real free-cash-flow US Israel
money can do. The progressive people in government are afraid
that if they come right out in the open - and mean what they
say and say what they mean - and win supporters of the New
Age, then the old status quo people imbedded in private
property and money will come down on them.
They should have faith and see what happened in the WWII
Armageddon, in the time of great need of the US citizens for
unity of purpose. I mean, if it hadn't been for the coming in
of the Roosevelt Administration as Armageddon approached, the
US citizens would have been plunged into the war on the side
of Japan, Italy and Germany. This is the way the International
CIA Ring, which is the seat of Gog (demagoguery), had planned
the war to defeat Christ Communism. The Scriptures in Ezekiel,
chapters 38 and 39, told of the whole event. They also tell of
the karmic cleansing coming up in the Middle East and
spreading to the US Israel.
The thing that has happened is that they made money the
thing in itself that they are after. And then they created a
penal system to arrest what they call criminals. And then
along with this, they created a military force - of all
things! - to conquer the enemy. But in all the rather silly
games mortals play, they only end up putting themselves in
captivity; and then when righteous people try to liberate
them, they fight back. It has been this way all through
history, but it is not going to be this way any longer.
The Roosevelt Administration, made up of men and women of
the Adamen, was moved into place in the US by ETI. ETI is in
space atoms, and they are programmed by the Uni. Whoever
negates the atomic energies or creative cosmic life force
imparted to them is going to be led automatically right back
through the folly and foolish things they did in the UniGodhead's Universe. The Uni is not punishing them! How can
they learn right procedure if they don't suffer their errors?
What is this thing about usury money I keep harping about?
This is what is revealed in St. Matt. 21:42-44, and I tell you
what the Uni-Godhead tells me. It refers to the US tribe of
Joseph that did not lay the cornerstone for the right use of
money when they founded America in 1776. The US Israel didn't
cross over into the beginning of its New Order For The Ages Novus Ordo Seclorum - as prophesied on the New Age side of the
Great Seal of the US Israel. When the US was founded, the
majority ruled; and the majority, as we see all through
history, took what seemed to them the logical path. But the
truth is they had no real understanding of what money was or
how it should be used. As long as money was to be the lifeline
of life, liberty and the pursuits of happiness, then money, of
all things, had to be free from all attachments. Actually
private banks are really just pawnbrokers that sell money; and
we have other kinds of pawnbrokers that sell your blood when

donated to blood banks; and the business area of every city
has the ordinary pawnbrokers that lend money on expensive
appliances. When they are broke and need money, people pawn
things to get a little necessary cash. They usually cannot
redeem their merchandise, so the pawnbroker sells it at a good
profit. These are the ways of capitalism, the effects of the
people's lethargy.
The people pray that their mental anguish will go away.
But if it were taken away - that is, if their negative karma
were taken away - then there would be no satanic or reactive
energies by which they could be made to suffer the cause of
righteousness to the degree necessary to bring about genuine
mental peace and serenity. All opposites are relative to each
other and will synthesize together for the people who come out
of this old dying world order in mind. Why anyone would want
to go on preserving the status quo world is beyond conscious
reason. It is plainly ridiculous to wish to keep something
around that is destructive. Look close into your daily merrygo-round ride, and you'll see you are harnessed to a treadmill
to get your daily bread. Your laws, police and armies are all
controlled to keep you on the treadmill so the owners of the
mills can pay their bills and pay wages. The cause of all this
is just what Uni-Godhead said: "The people who said they
believed in God went their own secular ways and left their
kingdom to other people." Now the preachers and politicians,
most of whom have no practical experience at all in real
essential work, are trying to tell the people what to do.
Now the US has a peanut farmer president who has
experienced natural creativity and yet, at the same time, has
been hassled with interest money and taxes. Maybe he will have
some natural ideas.
Mental subjugation in materialism and its paranoid fears
are a way of life for people who live through buying and
selling. It works on a diminishing scale of returns, in which
those who are making money off of usury live high on the hog
and don't do essential work, while the common people are
trying to keep their bills paid and homes, schools, etc.,
together. They all have the fear of failing in business,
losing their job, home, car, etc. All these conditioned fears
pile up and finally divert them off to wars. They always
believe they are fighting to end repression and to have a
better way of life. But obviously they're not. They are simply
preserving the heavy hand of the old world establishment,
which is held over them. The people of the old world
establishment are not aware of the foolish things they do for
national defense, nor are they purposely deceiving the people.
They are just ignorant of causes and are purely pursuing the
world of negative effects. War, crime, disease and poverty are
only negative effects of people's wrong causes and will
automatically go away when the people collectively come into

Uni-first causes.
The idea of defending America or going to war to save the
American way of life is pure hogwash and has no kin with the
US citizens of Israel. The American way of life is capitalism,
and capitalism is effects. It has no other cause than to
return to oblivion, from whence it came. This cyborg beast
never should have risen in the US; and it wouldn't have, if
the founding fathers had laid the cornerstone properly.
Instead, they let the old world bankers come into the United
States and gain control of the money. So, since the US did not
lay the right foundation (the right use of money) for it, the
World Nation of Israel had to be brought forth later on in
Russia. In the WWII Armageddon, and again in Korea and
Vietnam, it was demonstrated that a people's army could hold
off the hordes of people mentally subjugated by capitalism.
Now isn't it rather funny that a majority of the people in the
US disapproved of the Korean and Vietnam wars and clamored to
bring the GI's home so peace could come and the killing would
end? But they had no real democratic power to employ towards
that end. Prophet Daniel called these wars the "daily
sacrifice" (Dan. 12:11).
US citizens didn't follow through to eradicate the cause
and prevent the CIA Ring from planning these interventions in
the first place, which would involve US soldiers and civilians
in foreign wars. These wars were not for anything that was in
the spiritual interest of the US citizens, but purely to
continue the old dying world order. Since WWII, science and
technology have built more horrible weapons, and they are in
the hands of the cyborg puppets. It's a good thing that the
Soviets have 'the face of a man' and ETI space beings have
ultimate control over the nuclear weapons, or else all flesh
would be lost.
Cyborg capitalism is the direct cause of war, crime,
disease and poverty. These negative effects are not in our
nature any longer, because the Uni-Godhead is giving us the
new heart and mind through Its high PSI Synthesis energies
being poured out on all flesh at this time. Through our
suffering the cause of righteousness, It has written Its law
in our inward parts so that now some of us are truly Its
people of Israel. We are beginning to know, and know that we
know! This is fantastic! The Universe, with Its omnipresent,
all-knowing Uni-Mind, has become our God and we have become
Its people (Jeremiah 31:31-34).
MONEY FOR PEOPLE - NOT PROFITS
The government of, by and for the people - ha! - has a
print mint, so why don't they just print all the money they
need and spend it? It's really funny that they don't! But we
shall learn why they don't.

The Republicans, of solar plexus, are on one circuit of
mind force and have greater control in government and of the
use put to money, because they have been more of the old
American tradition, private property, the military and the
banking set. Democrats are more of the working people; but,
because the Socialist Revolution of the workers took place in
Russia, communism became taboo in America. Anyway, Democrats
are left-wingers, and those left of center, by their Eros
nature, are moving towards Socialism. But now the time of UniCommunism is next on the Universal time track. So, you'll see
a real radical left wing movement rise in the US that will end
the squandering of billions in useless wars and begin the
spending of billions for the real needs of the people - to the
end of getting rid of money altogether.
This begins to take place during the first part of the
1290 day period. Then, as the world people are united by UFO's
into the EG's World Master Plan, it takes precedence over all
nations and will end all national governments.
Of course, if the US progressives had gone too far
earlier, they would have been labeled communists and suspected
of usurping the old American government. So, even if they had
known the truth sooner - as to why the people's government
doesn't just print free cash flow money and spend it directly
in a people's free exchange or commerce – they still wouldn't
have been able to tell the people, for fear of being booted
out.
Most of the people who are elected into government
positions are persons who are educated by the system. Which is
to say, they have been stuffed with dogma and educated away
from common sense and natural imagination. But the Everlasting
Gospel will turn them on to what's really happening now.
Congressman John McFall raised the issue about the government
closing Sharp Military Base in the San Joaquin Valley of
California, where many technicians are employed to repair
electric equipment, etc. "Their labor brings lots of money
into this area," he said, "and with an already sagging
economy, the loss of revenue here would only add to the
slump." This same sort of thing is prevalent all over the US,
especially in many Eastern Cities.
A similar economic slump was present before the Korean War
and, as it turned out, the economy wasn't healed by the war.
It only grew worse. Then the people who fight communism
thought they would make it in Vietnam, and we see the results
of that. Now the economy is worse than ever. So, naturally,
with the old kind of American Nationalist consciousness, we
the people have no other recourse than to come forth openly
and reshape the US into its world destiny mission.
The situation of US people is such that 90 percent of the
people are ready for changes, but don't know how to bring them
about. The 10 percent who have the power know they have lost

the people. So they have to create the kind of circumstances
that will cause the indignation of the people to rise to a
violent pitch. Then at the right time they can try to sell
them on the idea that everything will turn out fine if they
can just win the world back from the Communist dictatorship.
But this doesn't work. The US tribe of Joseph is destined to
go all the way from here to there into true Uni-Christ
Communism.
Right now only about ten percent of the US people are
antithesis, or of the thanatos character, and 90 percent of
them are potentially of the New Age thesis, or Eros character;
but progressive leaders must speak Uni-linguistics in order to
spark the real democratic force in the US Israel into the real
kind of civil disobedience and nonviolent passive resistance
that I have been assigned by the Uni-Godhead to give to the
world people of Israel.
If the US government had the guts that Abraham Lincoln and
his close associates in government had and went ahead to print
money and spend it where needed, directly for the people's
needs, then this in itself would end capitalism and the whole
nation would prosper as it should have from its beginning. Abe
Lincoln, when he needed money to equip the Union Army, printed
up "free cash flow" money to keep the nation together as the
Uni-Godhead directed him to do.
Capitalism cannot exist when the people go forward. When
free money is circulated thru the people's commerce, then
everyone will be gainfully employed in essential services, and
there will be no superfluous money games. At this time, the
work that about eighty percent of the US citizens are doing is
useless. They are squandering natural resources, running
around in cars going nowhere important, further polluting the
air, and so on and on. What for? What good is work if it isn't
building our Heaven on Earth? People are working to have a job
and having a job to work, and both of these aren't what the
Uni-Godhead has intended. The period of working by the sweat
of our brow is over. Now comes the time of real relaxation for
everyone, and the redeployment of all people into essential
first cause things. Naturally, the Universe - according to Its
RNA-DNA nature facilities and its ESP-PSI energy or spirit
life - never invented work or expected people to 'work'.
I express my creativity all thru the day. From the time I
get up, until I go to bed, I'm channeling in first cause love
services with the other members of the One World Family
Commune. We can't get tired, because we are relaxed and on the
hot line of PSI energies, which is perpetual, timeless,
weightless, etc. We can't get sick, because we know that when
we are not feeling well, we're only in the process of getting
well. Our body is cleansing. We have a creative life, and we
eat, sex and relax properly, doing all things according to
common horse sense!

To us food must be natural, and if it isn't directly from
the vine of life (nature's gardens) then it's dead and we
don't partake of it, because we don't want to degenerate, but
to rejuvenate. As I said, we know that when we get sick, we're
already in the process of getting well. So what's the use of
pretending you're sick, when you're only cleansing from
impurities in the air, water and soil that you've taken into
your body.
We can't go broke, because we have no property or money of
our own. The Uni-Godhead knows what things we need to fulfill
Its will and adds them unto us as we can properly place them.
Would the Universe call us into Its services and then expect
us to work under capitalism, to earn the money to buy the
right to build Its kingdom here? Hardly! This would be quite
impossible.
We came out of this old dying world order in mind, because
we were shown in visions and told in our heads that the
Kingdom was not of this world. It is of the world of Spirit,
or mind energies of the Universe, to be applied on the planet.
We are on the Hot Line that runs on thru the labyrinth. Do as
we do, then you'll be born again of the Uni-Godhead's PSI
energies and begin making the kind of changes everyone will
have to go thru in the 1290 day period (Dan. 12:1-13).
Some people, who don't understand, tell us we live on welfare
and social security and are just playing games with people's
heads. And that the taxpayers and the government are footing
the bill!
We tell them the truth, that there is no government except
the government of the Universe, and it pays for all things. In
fact, it even runs the US welfare and social security
departments. We are the people of the government in question.
So then, we are helping ourselves to that which is ours, and
are responsible to our conscience in God to be successful in
the mission given to us. Us is all of us.
The grumbling taxpayers are only paying for their own
inability to know the omnipresent Godhead, sounding in the
center of atoms all about us. They can go on swinging around
on the yin and yang poles of the atoms, until they get flung
out into the abyss again, or they could have a big change of
heart and soul and begin to bring about the complete sharing
of all things. Then all their make-believe problems will end
and they will be given some problems that are a real joy to
tackle, which bring real pursuits of happiness.
Here's a riddle, or paradox, it doesn't matter which: how
come it takes a war to cause the privately owned Federal
Reserve System, which nourishes capitalistic effects for their
advantages, to spend billions like they were spending pennies?
And why do the people have to support a useless military
regalia, which serves no purpose in these times?
You see, it takes a 'reason' to create a war. Now, instead

of the reason being the illusions of political gain and
security thru accumulating capital, why can't the reason be
absolute freedom, security and abundance for everyone - minus
the war, crime, disease and poverty?
The riddle or paradox is simply in what people believe God
to be and what they have written about God's future life for
them. That which the people have had has only been the
evolving life, manifesting for them according to their own
imagining. This whole 2,000 year period has just been a
preliminary period to get things set up for the Kingdom of God
that comes in to change the whole world.
For example, the Uni-Godhead gave a Constitution-Bill of
Rights to the US tribe of Joseph bigger than they themselves.
It has made them what they are! It has shaped their destiny!
Some groups, who think God favors them alone, say: "O, if we
could only get around the US Constitution-Bill of Rights, then
we could bend the US people to our will." The US citizens of
Israel have never really fought for their Constitution-Bill of
Rights or even defended it - not even in their War of
Independence or Civil War. These were accessories after the
fact of the Uni-Godhead's ultimate purpose in the US people of
Israel.
In the War of Independence, they fell into the coup set up
by the wise old serpents of materiality, who could calculate
how they would react. The wise old serpents wanted only that
they adopt private banking, because otherwise they would adopt
the new idea that came thru Benjamin Franklin of free
circulating money - which would be like counterfeit money to
them, and would make the interest-bearing money of the big
European bankers worthless as the US grew.
All along thru history, it didn't make any difference who
won the wars, as long as the people and their governments
accepted interest-bearing money and taxation. But when the
Communist Revolution came in Russia, this was the big blow to
the world bankers, because the communists eradicated interestbearing money and taxation; and not by making laws, but by the
actual laying of the "cornerstone," which was the collective
ownership of natural resources and industries.
The US people won the War of Independence, but lost their
real birthright, which was to have a government of, by and for
the people that printed its own money and regulated the value
thereof thru the commerce of the people.
The Uni-Godhead could not get the cornerstone laid in the
new US, because the masses of people had never experienced
money or property communally, except in the 13 colonies under
Franklin. They became religious colonies, but they didn't know
how to put Christianity into practice. When the imported
Hessians came, why didn't they throw a big party for them?
Their persecutions in Europe for speaking out against usury,
coveting and priest-craft had come with them as fears. So,

when the money-changers followed them to America, their
preconditioned fears caused them to keep jumping thru the
hoop; and right on down to these days most of them are still
jumping thru the hoop. They don't know what a government of,
by and for the people is.
THERE IS NO ENEMY
World Wars I and II, as well as the Korean and Vietnam
Wars, all came principally because the US Citizens never laid
the cornerstone when the nation was founded. Private banking
originated out of Zionism, and Zionism formed the CIA. Then as
the US grew, the CIA became more involved in the foreign
investment of the world bankers, and gained control of the US
military, foreign policy and the treasury. It is only at this
time that the US citizens are finally beginning to wonder what
is really happening! They have been caught up in all these
wars and can't figure out what they were doing in the Korean
and Vietnam wars, and even WWI and WWII.
For those who see the reality in this, there was no
sinister part played in these events by any of the power
forces involved. They were all doing things according to their
understanding - that is, according to the way they have been
programmed in their everyday experiences. The fact is that
neither the US people, nor their supposed government, have any
money of their own to spend; except money collected in taxes
and given in welfare, or taken from the workers' pay and put
into social security funds to be paid back to the people.
But about seventy-five percent of the tax money is
squandered away for a false defense. All military defense
spending at this time of the coming in of the Kingdom of God
is for no other reason than to keep the people in the big
military-industrial complex employed, and to keep private
banking and private ownership of industries as an economic way
of life. This is the folly of fools! It must fall! The Babylon
money system is falling all over the world.
At this time we must see that the forces of antithesis
versus thesis exist in every nation. However, a strong
antithesis can't rise in any socialist nation, because the
major industries are in the hands of the workers. The workers
make up the government and the government heads are workers.
Everyone in socialism works for the common good of everyone.
The people who attack socialism - on the basis that it has
its ruling class, its hierarchy, and doesn't have equality should understand the basic social science of socialism, which
in itself surpasses any advantages anyone in it can take.
Any open-minded person understanding the world conflict
cannot look at socialism as separate from capitalism in this
respect. Socialism, with capitalism gone from the world,
automatically becomes communism. When capitalist usury money

is gone, then socialist money no longer has relevance; and
without money, socialism becomes communism. It is those people
who are the capitalistic antithesis against the thesis of
socialism-communism
who
have
caused
the
need
for
the
socialists to pursue the armament race, space conquest, etc.,
and have somewhat driven science in socialism to pursue onward
into the illusions of material science.
But those people who are antithesis to the socialist
thesis are not the bad people, and the socialists the good
people. People are no more than what they are programmed to be
in the kind of work or exorcisms they are in. All the nations
yet under usury money are either dictatorships or religious
and imperialistic hierarchies; and, especially in the case of
the more democratic nations, are all duality governments with
more than one party. The Soviet government is not a
dictatorship when you consider the right-use-ness of material
things.
And people can cry about religious freedom, but religions
have nothing to do with the Uni-Godhead's planning for us,
unless the people in religions turn to the basic truth in
their religion. When they do, then they automatically become
true communists. This is what the elect and myself would
expect all the religions to do. And regardless of whether or
not all people of religions turn to basic truth in respect to
material things, the spiritual rules of the Uni-Godhead that
govern all things are fulfilled by the elect, and all
religions end. In this time of the final run we can truly say
in regard to individual perseverance, "It matters not whether
you won or lost, but only how you played the game." This
applies not only to sports and battles, but to commercial
games as well. There's nothing to win - there is only to end
the old world and begin the New World Order. The people who
argue against this New World are only arguing from the point
of their inability to share, but total sharing of all material
things is ordered by the Universe at this time and no group of
people can change the order of these things to come.
I'm not trying to pin the fulfillment of the Kingdom of
God down to any definite dates. I have revealed the true
meaning of Daniel 12:1-13 in regard to the 1290 plus 1335
days. The 'daily sacrifice' of these verses was the Korean and
Vietnam Wars, and it is called a sacrifice because the
Gentiles are simply sacrificing their sons in wars to maintain
private ownership and usury money. And in these wars there is
no enemy. There are only delusions of grandeur. To this the
Church Christians will say: "Gentiles! He is calling all of us
Gentiles. Doesn't he know we are Christians?" The truth is, I
don't know Israelites or Christians, other than by their
fruits. The only way to tell who is a real Christian, Jew, or
whatever, is by the things they do that are in first cause
love services for all humanity.

However, I knew that when I came in secret to rise among
the world people of Israel to build the Kingdom of God here
these situations would prevail in the churches and temples
that represented themselves to the people as Jewish or
Christian, and the same with the other world religions. None
of them are in a position to give the final unifying answers
to the Uni-Godhead's program for all the people of this
planet. I can give the kind of real truth that will make all
the people free as they do the first works of the Uni-Christ
mission, which are to unite the soldiers, workers, students
and church and temple congregations into a fun World Wide
Buyers' Strike to end the old world and begin the New World,
in Truth.
I also know that because I have come as Emmanuel - God
with man and woman - to represent the Uni-Godhead to Its
people of Israel, then, as they confirm the Truth in all
things and thereby become the people of Uni-providence, I am
the one they will love as I have loved them. And what fault
can they find in me?
From some of the talk that is raised about me in the more
reactionary
religious
circles,
and
political
circles
affiliated with religion, I am Antichrist. They see the first
book of the EG that has gone out as the work of Antichrist. So
to them I am fulfilling a part of their Bible prophecy that is
given by the Father God, or Solar Logos, of this solar system,
which sends back to earth dual prophecy because the
consciousness sent to the computer sun for rebalancing is in
duality. The vain believe in God and something else they call
evil.
There will always be yin and yang, because these stem from
the negative and positive poles of atoms. Yin and yang cease
to be antithesis versus thesis just as soon as the ONE IDEA of
absolute freedom, security and abundance for everyone is
established worldwide. Then yin and yang people work in
harmony with each other. Because the US Israel's sister
republic, the USSR Israel, laid the cornerstone for the right
use of money and property, an avalanche of fear that turned
into bitterness and jealousy was launched against them.
The people of the US had long been under the error of
usury money. This is what the prophecy in St. Matt. 21:42-44
is revealing. This is a key prophecy, because when revealed in
its truth, it shows the USSR project was the Lord's doing. And
also, I have revealed why the US tribe of Joseph could not
enter into the Kingdom of God mission because they had not
come out from under interest bearing notes and taxation. The
international banking group of this old dying world order, who
are the Gentiles the Scriptures speak of, have evolved the
International CIA Ring as their scout troops, protecting and
securing their investments over the world.
"Gentiles" refers to the ladies and gentlemen not yet

confirmed into the Uni-Christ Idea - "the IDEA whose time has
come now and cannot be stopped." It can't be stopped because
it is of spiritual energies that are moving the whole world
out from under a status quo preliminary period into a
completely new, New World Order. Nothing from this old world
order is carried over into our New World Order, except our
social sciences, technological know-how, and talents and
abilities.
Israel means that which "is real" and that's all it means.
The word Jew, in its spiritual essence, refers to the same
thing that the words communist, Hindu, Buddhist, Moslem,
Brahman, Krishna - and the names of other similar spiritual
teachings - refer to, which are all from the same UNI Truth.
All the world's spiritual books have come through evolving
groups of people on this planet, and are their interpretations
of the Cosmos or Macrocosm.
The purpose of these writings of the books of The
Everlasting Gospel - spoken of in Rev. 10:1-11 and Rev. 14:6 is to synthesize all the spiritual teachings of the Truth,
bring them all up to date in regard to their validity, and
give the World Master Plan that brings in the Kingdom of God
at this time.
No one can argue against a One World Company in which
every person is an equal shareholder according to ability,
having free access to all things, where each single person and
family unit has one place of their choosing where they live
which they can call their own and is their private dominion.
There is antithesis and thesis, but there isn't Christ (a
person) and Antichrist. Those of antithesis, by their
contradictions and plots against Israel people, are only
forcing the people to rise and take over the world and run it
properly. When Israel people do as they should, then those of
antithesis will synthesize with them. When people cannot solve
life's problems in the Truth that serves all people, then they
hallucinate up some kind of villain to blame for their
troubles and use as a means of debate, sloughing off the real
issues that they should talk about.
Progressive people couldn't care less about the reasons
people give as to why they are not in first causes and true to
life and unto each other. I only know that, in these last
days, it's either be a true child of life, nature and the
Universe, or lose out this time around. I'm not going to
remove the chaff from this planet. From the year 1914, when
the polarity of the planet's aura was reversed from its
negative to its positive phase by the Uni-Godhead's ETI space
angels, those of the chaff have been so busy removing
themselves from the planet in wars and by disease that they
can hardly build caskets fast enough to bury their bodies in.
I don't know why they spend so much time making caskets
and having funerals for bodies when the entities in the bodies

have already risen into their heavenly abodes in the planet's
aura (Read Rev. 6:7-11). These verses are telling of the
righteous dead who rose out of the WWII Armageddon. They are
in heaven where white robes were given to them, meaning they
were cleared of the folly of national war. They have
reincarnated as this generation of flaming youth, who aren't
going to carry guns for the moneychangers any longer. These
are the ones who had been sealed in their heads - who had
lived the Uni-Christ Idea and had built thru their good works
a positive aura in themselves that would bring them back here
to reincarnate and to be here for the climax, when the
harvesters of the world inherit the planet and leave time
behind, crossing over into eternity again. These people are
keeping up with the stream of Uni-Consciousness that produces
good works and at last delivers them.
However, many of them did not return and were farmed out
to other planets where the same kind of healing is taking
place as has been happening here. To be lifted from a Carlanon
planet is like running a foot race with yourself in right-useness of all things. If you don't keep up with the harvesters
in the race and fall too far behind, then it's obvious that
you're not going to be among those who finish the race. It
doesn't matter who is first to cross the line, but only that
you keep up and receive your wings in the wonderful Cosmic
Initiation that's coming up very soon, when ETI space beings
intercept earthlings. Here again, people have reasons why they
fall out. In their reasons, there is no reality out of which a
true science can be built to help anyone, because the 'race'
is only in setting up the world system of total sharing. Now,
what's so difficult about doing this? Everyone can do
something to help bring in the Kingdom of God.
There can be no end to war, crime, disease and poverty for
you until you share all things mentally, then it will
automatically follow that the ways and means of sharing all
things will be set up all over the planet. Things are already
set up in the Socialist countries for sharing, and they are on
their way into true Christ Communism and can't miss. They can
get rid of money and go on without it, but people under
capitalistic effects can't without their whole economy falling
apart.
The people under usury money can unite and move from here
to there in one big step through our World Wide Buyers’
Strike, though. They don't have to overthrow the so-called
capitalists in order to rid themselves of usury. There's only
one thing left to do, and it's to begin to organize a real
passive resistance, legal civil disobedience movement that
will cause all things that are not part of our New World Order
to fall out of the picture. This would end the world of mere
jobs that earn money and produce for secular profits. There
would be no work in that sense to do, and everyone would have

a thousand times more at their fingertips for their use than
even the most wealthy people have now.
Amazing! Can you see why? It is that money has been an
atonement used to structure the people into service for each
other. Money atonement was the only way ETI could bring earth
people into building a social structure; opening up the tree
of knowledge, so to speak, thru the world of effects. Wars,
overt acts, degenerative diseases and poverty would result,
which are only the effects of the people's wrong causes. All
of this would spur science and technology on and the science
of treating effects would rise.
The world population would be under many national
governments, and they would each have their military, police,
prisons, judges, etc. - most of them believing they were in
the world of reality and that there really were bad people,
that there were diseases caused from germs, that national
defense was necessary to stop the enemy, etc. It would all
seem real to them until they were opened up to the truth of
cause and effect, karma-retribution (retro-action). This is
the law thru which the Universe governs all life. No one can
heal negative effects such as war, crime, mental & physical
illnesses and poverty until they use this law.
No person has risen into the higher state of Uni-social
awareness and soul integrity until they know that for every
cause there is an effect. For example, when a man becomes a
soldier for a national power, he is the effect of a wrong
cause. He is being trained in the art of killing. Everyone
knows that this is wrong from the word go! This illusion goes
on legally because the masses of people have not known the
truth about the military and the governments that sponsor
them. The world of effects!
All the people under usury money, who serve the "blind who
lead the blind," are now confronted with the reality of
"communist power," which arose out of the negative effects to
end them once and for all. The socialists have organized an
economy that is showing the whole world how to have abundance
for everyone and eradicate war, crime, disease and poverty which they have nearly accomplished in the Soviet Union.
What I'm pointing out is that Soviet people suffered great
devastation to their country; some twenty million people were
killed in the WWII Armageddon, and this has caused them to
pursue armaments and keep up a strong military force. They see
that people under capitalism's effects can still be regimented
by their old world establishment to support imperialists going
in to nations where democratic people are rising to bring in
socialism. We saw this in Korea, Vietnam, Africa, etc. This
rising of the people is more of a rising into common sense
than it is a step on the path that progressive economics would
follow to arrive into the communist era.
I'm pointing out that the next big step in the World

Revolutionary Movement is the one where the workers in big
industries take them over by communalizing them. Instead of
the national police and soldiers supporting the old world
establishment’s
ideas
of
private
property,
they
would
reinforce the Lord's communal ideas (Acts 4:32-35). In the
past riots in capitalist cities, the police and national guard
could have supported the Revolutionary People instead of the
old world establishment. Then there wouldn't have been any
fighting.
The laws of the land are written to uphold the government.
This is misconstrued to mean that the government is the
elected body. This is false. The government is always the
people, and the people can abolish their establishment simply
by uniting and doing the things the US Constitution-Bill of
Rights tells of. The progressive legislators (and it will turn
out that ninety percent of them are progressive) can support
the government of, by and for the people when the majority of
the workers, police, soldiers and students unite with the
Everlasting Gospel's World Master Plan.
I point out that it has been necessary for the Communist
Party to build a strong Socialist Bloc. They have accomplished
this, but from here on in they should unite with me just like
they did with Lenin. The things I'm showing to the World
People of Israel now, we could say, are the greatest social
discoveries of all time. And it is simply that love as
services done - and words spoken on behalf of all people in
accord with the proper linguistics of the Universal Mind –
both go into causation and, of themselves, create a nonviolent
World Revolution that changes the whole world. By the time the
EG's World Master Plan has been widely accepted to the extent
of carrying out a World Wide Buyers' Strike, then the
spiritual changes in the vast majority of people would already
have taken place so that it would not be necessary to carry
out the strike.
But as long as the world is divided into two camps, where
the socialists are talking about things from their experiences
and the people under capitalistic effects are talking about
things from their experiences, then the true world of
communism cannot come about.
Everyone can ultimately understand Universal Communism,
but only socialists living in socialism can understand it now.
No one can ever understand capitalism, except to know it's a
cyborg beast that keeps sounding in your head from the
playback of negative mental seeds that have been sown.
Free enterprise industries, and most US people, however,
are ready for a big change - bigger than socialism; a change
as big as Universal Communism. Even if the whole world were
socialist, communism still couldn't come into being. The time
when true Universal Communism can be brought about is during
this time of world conflict. Were the world to level off into

a thousand years of socialist peace, it would be a forced
peace, and still no true communism would come.
To get into the PSI synthesis energies that ETI is in, and
to comprehend the high beings' action, we must see that their
action is directed to clean up the whole planet now and make
all things perfect here for a completely new New World Order.
ETI will cause the World Communist Movement to direct the
occupying of the whole planet, and to set all things up just
like this World Master Plan tells things will be. It's really
a "do or die" situation.
No one can say, "Well, it all sounds good; but I'm not
into the doing of it, so I'll wait until it comes and then
join." Sorry friend, you haven't the kind of nerves of steel
that it takes to look and then leap. Look around and let your
eyes behold the New Age being born, and the coming of the New
World Comforter who can lead the whole world into the
wonderful things that are to come without further karmic
cleansing.
When things about you are cast in old superstitions and
fears, it takes nerves of steel to go out and tell people how
to build a heaven on earth. Absorb their fears and doubts,
knowing that you are not talking in vain, but are sowing the
mental seeds that will take root in the people who shall bring
them about. Know your efforts are not in vain.
The things people under socialism are experiencing are in
many ways worlds apart from the things people are experiencing
under usury money. Even so, a great community-based communal
movement is growing in the US. Many of the people have had all
the things money can buy and have not found them gratifying.
They know they can build most anything, but for what reason?
The incentive to go on building and trading is going fast, and
this is good. The furthest reaches are being explored and the
truth of the Universe is slowly but surely becoming known.
It is astonishing to say the least that the workers of any
industry, the students of any place of learning and the
soldiers of any army can rise into full command of their
institutions simply thru acting on the intelligent democratic
ideals they already agree upon. As of yet they don't know how
to act upon them, but with the spreading of the EG, they soon
will.
Who could disagree that there should be and can be
liberty, justice, equality and pursuits of happiness for
everyone? No one in their right mental attitude can disagree.
Everyone can see how these blessed things can come about and
become absolute freedom, security and abundance for everyone.
Some would say: "O, when people don't lie, cheat, steal,
flirt with another person's spouse, and stop sinning in
general, then the New Age can come about." These people are as
blind as bats to Uni-Godhead's ways and means. Lying,
cheating, stealing, adultery, etc., are only the effects of

the wrong economy. The real sin or error against Uni-natural
law
is
buying
and
selling,
wheeling
and
dealing
in
merchandise, vainly believing that when all people are
satisfied in material comforts then all will be well. This
falls far short of the real stuff in atoms we are made up of.
The Universe rules us and calls us on into the perfect state
of Universal Communism - a great One World Communal Democracy.
The International CIA Ring and Zionism have been as
important to progress and world changes as the socialists have
been up to this point, because there would be no socialism
unless Gog had created the contradictions that forced people
into socialism. In other words, why couldn't the people read
Marx and democratically take it from there. We shall see if
the people can read the Everlasting Gospel, which is the
synthesis of Marxism and the Scriptures, and build a Heaven on
Earth now; or whether those of Gog (CIA-Zionism) will be led
by ETI to do their last big overt act, which is to force the
world into the last part of Armageddon.
Make no mistake about this, because CIA-Zionism has the
power in nuclear missiles at their command to force the big
world showdown. Socialism is a big thing, but even a child
would reason that a world nuclear Armageddon would end all
world systems and would so shock and dehypnotize the world
people that from then on they would set up the sharing ways
and means in all things.
I'm not saying socialism will or could be destroyed in the
"last war for the world." Uni-Godhead tells that those in the
land that is brought back from the sword, which is the USSR
Israel, shall dwell safely in the last part of the world
conflict. But they do have the big job of defending the cause
of revolutionary people who are rising in every nation outside
the Socialist Bloc.
I have revealed who the 144,000 are, spoken of in Rev.
14:1-6. They are ETI incarnates here on this planet who are
telepathic with ETI space command. There are some two million
of us. We are not socialists, and neither are communists
socialists, but socialism is only the step communists would
build to bring the military into balance and show a kind of
collective economy and growth of technology that would inspire
people into radiant social changes. The elect of the UniChrist ideas are oriented to carry out a World Wide Passive
Resistance Movement and World Wide Buyers' Strike, but to do
this in a big way we will need cooperation with the Soviet
Union and Red China.
We know the quarrels between Soviet and Red Chinese
Communists are purely about what true communism is and the
ways of bringing it about. Neither of them could know the
truth until the Spirit of Truth came with the World Master
Plan. So if ETI personnel on the planet, some 2 million strong
in key places in every nation, cannot successfully offset the

last war for the world thru the World Wide Passive Resistance
Movement and World Wide Buyers' Strike now, then we will
succeed after the tribulation period.
Already Gog moved up against Russia in 1919-1921 to force
the USSR to be born, and then again in the WWII period to
cause Soviet powers to grow into world prominence and gain
territories. If a karmic cleansing revolution must come up
against the US Mountain of Israel to force the US tribe of
Joseph into their world destiny mission, then Gog brings it.
This is already determined by the light that is in the people.
Let your light so shine that the Omnipresent-Omnipotent
Universe might see your good works for all humanity and
glorify them. A person's light is in relation to their
individual aura and reflects the righteousness they have
applied. Their collective consciousness is negated though, and
is recorded in atoms and playing back into their headset
animating them on in the same old quarrels that have always
been here. The quarrels are: "How shall we produce our daily
needs? Who shall produce them, and who will be the rulers or
the leaders?" In the true order of communism, all the people
share in the creating of all things needed, and no rulers or
leaders, as such, are necessary. Everyone comes into their
place according to talents and ability.
As long as people thought God was a man, then Gog would
rule them and all spiritual teachings would miss the point.
But now all eyes will be opened to the astonishing fact that
all the quarrels between ideologies, and battles between
groups of people, are simply the playback from collective
mental seeds sown in the planet's akashic records. Many
millions of people will be killed during the 1290 plus 1335
days of world cleansing unless the EG's World Master Plan is
brought forth by the World People of Israel now!
CRIME A NATURAL REVOLUTION AGAINST UNNATURAL CONDITIONS
All the commercialism earth people have engaged in has
caused the judiciary, penal and military systems to grow into
monsters. It is all only effects, along with crime,
degenerative diseases and poverty. All of this is playing back
from the akashic records, the mental library earth people have
so far recorded in mental seeds, which is animating them on
the same old trips. Earth people, of themselves, cannot change
unless a super idea is given to them in a World Master Plan
they can all follow, which is entirely different from anything
they have now in their established social forms.
We could ask why the socialists have gone on with the
judiciary-penal system, prisons, money and the military. Why
couldn't they have ended the penal system in the Soviet Union
and put their wayward people in a Garden of Eden communal
project, where they would be loved, lifted and helped in every

way? Why couldn't they give them the necessary supplies to
build with and let them run their own affairs?
As open-minded people can see now, love thru service, and
loving your so-called enemy, was and is the answer to socalled crime. Why didn't governments do this long ago? Simply
because of the anger and hate they experienced with people
who, to them, betrayed their cause or were deterring their
hard won progress. That was their reality at the time of
judgement. But the facts are that all negative emotional
responses are from the cyborg beast, or red dragon, which is
of people who are mentally subjugated by old world karma and
can't help open the gates to let the New Order come into
being. Any kind of hate, anger and ill feelings that penalize
are revengeful. The harm some people have done to progressive
movements and individuals can never be undone by penal law.
Penal law only extends the contradictions and confusion that
could have been resolved by simply loving, helping and lifting
each person regardless of what they have done. If it's
necessary to separate some people from society at large
because they cannot function in society peacefully, there
would be a beautiful city or university project to put them in
- both men and women, and their children, together. The only
difference in their project and the outside world would be
that their project would be true communism, absent of all old
world incentives and controls from the outside world.
The truth about all overt acts is that people of
themselves did not do them. Each person has an emotional time
track, and they can only be cognited into the collective
akashic records, recorded in the planet's aura by all people
thru their emotions.
Everyone in degrees feels love, hate, selfishness, giving,
possessiveness, joy, sorrow, etc. When all people have love as
service done, and they are the love that produces it and bless
themselves with it, then there are no longer such emotions as
those that have been prevalent here.
Society itself trains men to be soldiers and instructs
them how to kill the enemy. They train men and women to be
police, arm them and train them how to handle jawbreakers.
Society puts people in prison cells, etc. and all the things
that our great society does are of similar negative effects,
which shows they do not even have the basic truth to live by.
The Christian Scientists have had these basic truths, but they
are not a spiritual revolution. Jehovah's Witnesses have
greater Bible awareness and they are a kind of revolution.
How come the Christian Scientists can't be a radical
movement to awaken people? They have so much truth to give.
And how come Jehovah's Witnesses, in ways, are stirring up a
storm that backfires on them and does not get the real work
done? I'm pointing out that people can be so scientific that
they lose the everyday spirit of building a kingdom - which is

never in the future, but is always now. People can be so hung
up on a religion that they cannot see the down-to-earth
practical applications of spiritual truth.
This is called ignorance of truth, or people being
stubborn and not wanting to change. The results are that many
people are persecuted for the cause they think is true. Many
people die in battles for causes they think are true. Many
people are left homeless by wars, and in general, everyone in
war zones suffers.
Prices go up, up, up in inflation, because people value
their profit-seeking more than regular standards that keep
people together in a natural growing experience. People lose
their jobs because of recession. Yet there are more workers
than owners of businesses. Labor unions that represent the
working people hold more power than the owners of businesses,
industries, etc. Why don't they turn on to the democratic ways
that are already legal in the "Bill of Rights" and do
something that's really outstanding, like organizing one big
strike that ends their present world and begins a New World?
There's a new feeling growing that guilt, accusing and
judging are not things that can be assigned either to
individuals or the state; that the guilt is, rather, something
to be shared by everyone, in some mysterious way. But it is
not mysterious at all when you know relativity is built into
atoms to cause love as service to dominate all things. In many
tribal societies it is a familiar reaction, instead of
accusing someone for having committed a crime when some
hideous act occurs, for people to say: "How horrible it must
be to feel like that."
The feeling of not judging people is becoming an aspect of
the new mass culture we are rapidly moving into - a New World
of total involvement, in which everyone is so democratically
involved with everyone else, that no one will have private
guilt anymore. Everyone is guilty and innocent at the same
time. There's only error against Uni-natural law, so let's
correct the social errors by creating the proper social
environment for everyone.
The love of money is the root of all evil and ills, and it
is doing people in. They love money by thinking it is the only
way to regulate people and to have trade among nations. Most
people say: "O, we have to have some kind of exchange, trading
or bartering, in order to be independent. And I must have some
things to call my own that are protected by law, etc." They
say all these things because they do not have the vision of
the World Garden of Eden. They had better get the World Garden
of Eden vision before the allotted time runs out and is no
more.
THE WORLD HARVEST

In no way does ETI, which is directed by the Universal
Mind omnipresent in atoms everywhere, do anything in the
delivery of the world harvest which is not beneficial to all
people and must be done for their own salvation. Billions of
beings on the planet now, and billions more in the planet's
aura in heavenly abodes, are to incarnate here and reach the
transcendental mental state, so as to have an eternal body
again and live in eternity with the Universal Family. Several
billion entities have already been redeemed from this project
in the past two hundred thousand years and many of them are
now serving with the Galactic Command Space Complex - GCSC and are assigned to the delivery of this planet.
Earth people still haven't evolved to the natural state
where they, of their own right-use-ness applied to material
things or of their concern for one another, can deliver
themselves. Looking in four directions, we see that national
arsenals are filled with creepy crawling things, and nuclear
missiles are in berths ready to be fired. If it were true that
the divided nations were left to their fears, with their
missiles to be used in a world freak-out Armageddon, then such
an Armageddon would surely come. But the truth is that ETI
space beings have direct control over all nuclear missiles and
will prevent their use in a big world freak-out nuclear war.
The terms of a greater detente are sent out to all big cities
over the world as to what they must do to prevent their own
disaster. They need only to simply follow the details of the
World Master Plan revealed in these pages, and bring about the
total sharing of all things.
The redeemed people from this planet do not work for the
Galactic Command Space Complex. They do not get paid wages.
Would the GCSC have stores - where the people buy back what
they produce from the 'company owned store' which makes a
profit off of the people – in order to build its space ships
and carry on with it's assignments?
Go ahead and laugh! Earth people are really funny, very
funny indeed. "I won't work unless you give me an all-day
sucker. You pay me and I'll do the work." Such folly! No
wonder the people are exploited. Naturally, the people of the
GCSC don't have time to fool around with money. If their vibes
were that low they couldn't maintain themselves and deliver
earth people. They are not delivering earth people thru money,
the judiciary-penal system, the military, the banks and
business as usual. They will deliver the world harvesters
absent of all these kind of shenanigans.
All the killing of people and the destruction of cities
that will come, if the EG's World Master Plan doesn't lead the
way, is done by the people themselves. Even their earthquakes
and freak storms are manifestations of wrong use of mental
force - the cosmic life energy. Our love as services done for
all people controls the weather and all things.

The chaff is being separated from the wheat; and the world
harvesters, in spite of themselves, are coming forth to
inherit the earth - which so far they haven't been able to
inherit through right ways and means, but only thru being
kicked into it by the backlash of the Uni-energies they
negate. In other words, people can turn the negative and
positive poles of atoms around, which are yin and yang and on
the earth plane would be representative of the right and left
wings, or antithesis verses thesis. But when they do, then the
space and matter atoms into which they sowed their mental
seeds build up a static charge, and finally the atoms
automatically reverse their poles to balance energies again,
and in the meantime there's hell to pay. Then those satanic or
luciferic energies take possession of them according to their
karma. Emotionally they cannot stay in yin and yang mental
polarity balance. They are possessed to the degree of
animation beyond their ability to reason, and because they
have military units, they use them to work off their bad
karma. But it's better to have their exorcisms take place on
battlefields, under a military game, than to fall under a
survival factor that affects the general population.
The common people have no knowledge of what civil war or
revolution is. They know there are two sides in a struggle,
but they don't know that the struggle is caused from the
mental seeds they have already sown into their nation's aura
that have cast them into paranoia so they can no longer
reason.
The dissension between classes in the US now is frightful!
The controlling classes in the US think they can control the
people through the news media. They think that if they pacify
the people on the surface, not telling them the truth about
socialistic progress in the Soviet Bloc, that finally the
opportunity will come to them to get the kind of war with
socialism that they can win. They never can! In the November
1975 meeting Gerald Ford had with Red China leaders, what did
they talk about that they couldn't reveal to the people? Did
they talk about the real issues at all? I tell you that the
split between the Soviets and Red China is only of surface
things, and when it comes to basic truth, the Soviets and Red
Chinese will be united. There is no way for Uni-Christ
Communism to be compatible with satanic cyborg capitalism.
Capitalism is the dragon that is cast down and out.
The vain religionists still play their demon-possessed
parts of fallen angels. Their teachings come forth in ways
that create more dissension from the churches. "It is the
truth that makes us free." As it will turn out, the demons are
nothing but negated vortexes of thought energies. And as for
fallen angels - if any of them fell, then the Father God would
only have to find out what he did wrong that caused them to
fall.

Since the Universe is the God in question, and the
Universe can't judge Itself, then It could only heal the
weakness in Its system thru which erring can happen. The other
side of this is that all the suffering of people is brought on
by themselves, individually and collectively; and they can
know the Truth, live by it, and end their suffering. Most of
the soldiers under capitalism know what they are going to war
for, and many are haunted by the righteousness they never
acted upon that would have kept the peace. Now there will come
a Union of Universal Soldiers that will act to keep the peace.
In this last part of Armageddon, if it has to be, there will
be generals of high ideals on both sides who will influence
the soldiers to unite together for the real peace that can
only come when the military is completely disposed of and the
world is disarmed. It is written that we shall reap what we
have sown and that those who lead others into captivity become
captives themselves. The so-called "free world" is a captive
audience in itself. They are spinning, so to speak, in a
computer and can't stop the computer until they come out of
this old dying world order in mind and enter into first cause.
Whether they do or not is of no large consequence other than
to themselves. The Americans think of having private property
and their own money as their way of freedom. It's all they
have ever known! The cornerstone was not laid in the US when
the nation began (St. Matt. 21:42-44) and it must be laid
right now if the US citizens are to stop their karmic
cleansing revolution. There's only one sound way for them to
lay the cornerstone now (the stone the builders rejected), and
it's through the organizing of the World Wide Buyers Strike
that I have outlined for them.
"With what judgement ye judge people and property, in that
shall ye be judged", "with what force ye meet a thing, in that
shall it be measured to you again", and so on, until all the
laws of the Uni-prophets ring true in the inward parts of the
world people of Israel. In this last "World Revolution" part
of Armageddon, all forms of secret military operations will
only emerge to face the same question that all soldiers in
battle must eventually face. It is the question of Universal
Peace which comes when there is no longer any cause for wars.
The cause of war is secularism; and secularism has caused the
usury economy of capitalism, which has only been able to
sustain itself through war and, at this time, will not survive
the "Last War for the World," in which Christ forces inherit
the whole planet.
One man of the world said: "All I have to offer you is
blood, sweat and tears." Why would he say such a thing? Only
because he had no superior imagining. In every world crisis
there is always the Universal Christ way in which to solve all
problems. But the people are slaves of their past conditioning
that is recorded in their planet's auric time track, which in

turn animates them; so in no way could they enter into the
Kingdom of God organization until they were born again of Its
spirit.
Many are called but few are chosen, because few choose
themselves to be. To be or not to be is the question! To be
called into an orthodox church, as they are now, is just to go
into a building. But to be called into the Messianic Complex
is to take up the symbolic cross and carry it on into the
final fulfillment of a heaven on earth, which comes when a
majority of people will no longer obey man-made laws. By this
I do not mean that they will not use common sense, but I mean
that their righteousness in action will make man's laws
obsolete.
Man's laws and legalities are only accessories of the
buying and selling world and do not apply when the people form
the kind of democratic revolutionary movement that will end
the old world and bring in the New World. It's simple to stop
the whole world and, at the same time, keep the necessary
services and supplies rolling by ending the buying and selling
of our daily bread for secular profits and making all things
free. No one would lose anything of value and everyone would
gain a new kind of life so wonderful it's hard to imagine. We
will end war, crime, disease and poverty all in one big
challenge - forever. All tears will be wiped away and all
things will be healed. Everyone will have everything at their
fingertips to express their creativity and to help produce ten
times what is now produced and it will all be done through joy
and in the highest quality.
The whole status quo period has only been a time when
Israel people would prepare the world spiritually and
industrially for the Kingdom of God. Then, when the world
harvest is ready, the Uni-Godhead's super angels of light come
out of space and deliver them and they do it in such a way
that the greatest harvest of people can cross over. All those
we lose in this wonderful Cosmic Initiation we have to deliver
on another project planet. So we of ETI are anxious to get
these kinds of tasks completed, then we can return to other
things that are a lot more fun.
One thing is for sure, though, and it is that the people
will go on reaping what they are sowing. There is that element
of will power, however, which can make the difference between
failure and success at this time. A World Wide Buyers' Strike,
well-planned and carried out now, will cause all that's
inferior to fall out and the wonderful ways and means of
sharing to come into the hearts and heads of all people.
It's possible to grab yourself by the seat of your pants
or panties and make yourself do what's right for everyone.
Once you get yourself into the doing of unusual things with
all those that will be of our World Wide Buyers' Strike - as a
student and a worker of the Universe entering into all the

joyful things that will bring absolute freedom, security, and
abundance to all people - then your first cause adventures
become total liberation and the energies shall come to you
that carry you on through the storm with your head held high
to at last see the sun come shining through the crazy haze all
over the planet.
It's simple for the world people to inherit the whole
planet and end all squabbles. All they need to do is join
together and carry out a World Wide Buyers' Strike in which
they stop making all payments and bring an end to all
superfluous labor and production. At the same time, they would
set up free dining halls in churches, schools, colleges, etc.,
and would keep all the services and supplies going that are
necessary for the World People's Christ Reformation. These are
some of the simple things a united people can do to put the
whole world in tip-top shape. War, crime, disease and poverty
will be abolished forever and an end comes even to what is
called 'death'.
The US of Israel and the USSR of Israel are determining,
thru détente and reaction to détente, whether or not the world
shall be changed by passive resistance and legal civil
disobedience or by the "Last War for the World," the major
part of which happens in the Middle East and the US America. I
do not call it the United States, because there are no United
States as yet. Every presidential election shows that in
America there are only states which are divided against each
other in voting for Republicans or Democrats, who are either
right or left of center. The Soviet Union has a collective
economy which is not torn by two parties, one trying to
maintain business as usual (Republicans) and the other trying
to break away from business as usual (Democrats). Because of
the propaganda and fear in the US about socialism and
communism, the more progressive Democrats do not speak out
their true feelings because they fear being labeled as
socialists or being allied with them.
Americanism is supposed to be something special and
unique. They call it the American Dream. It is cast in the
illusion of nationalism, whereas the United States is
something else entirely and in fact has not even begun yet!
Its destiny is intertwined with the USSR tribe of Judah. The
United States is the tribe of Joseph. The US will soon be born
and will be a communal democracy. The Soviet communists will
begin to talk about communism instead of socialism.
The very teachings of Marxian socialism coincide with the
teachings of Jesus. What the Soviets have accomplished is the
overcoming of usury and coveting; but as long as they use
money, they will still have a certain amount of capitalism.
Some
Marxist-Leninists
see
capitalism
as
people,
but
capitalism isn't people. It is an evolved system of expanding
consciousness,
coincident
with
solar
plexus
energies.

Socialism came when the expanding consciousness of the world
people had reached into the use of heart chakra energies,
which are ultraviolet rays of mind force. World Communism is
coming now because expanding consciousness is reaching into
head chakra (common sense) energies which are gamma rays of
the synthesis.
Naturally, I believe, as the Uni-Godhead knows, that all
things are working together for good unto those who love life
and Its nature and are called according to the Universe's
purposes. The Universe has no enemy in anyone. The Universe,
thru Its atomic body, is programming perfect harmony thru
freedom, security and abundance for everyone. All things are
always healing. Then why don't earthlings have the perfect
state of being? Are they dumb? No, they're sharp as a tack!
Are they stupid? No, they are sly as a fox! What's wrong with
them then? They have never had a World Master Plan to carry
out until now. They have never realized what God, spirit,
democracy, detente, economy, church, government, etc., are
until these channeled writings from ETI-Godhead came to them.
I Am truly Emmanuel - God with men and women. Can't you see
this by what I write?
Most people are subconsciously controlled or influenced by
the idea of a man-God, a god of wrath that is angry with a
sinful wicked world. He supposedly sent his only son to earth
where the church and state entrapped him and the howling mobs
decided that he should be crucified. The church and state knew
what the masses of people would do from past conditioned
reflexes. Things have been happening the same way down thru
the ages until at last the World Nation of Israel was born in
Russia with communist leadership.
The latter day church of the Uni-Godhead was the rise of
Christ Communism from the works of prophet Marx. And now the
communists have the largest united church congregation on the
whole planet, united not by the doctrine of the Bible but on
the thesis of the Lord's Prayer which has three important
ideas in it.
The overall idea in the Lord's Prayer is that the Kingdom
of the Universe would come upon earth. The three ideas in the
Lord's Prayer are: "Give us this day our daily bread, forgive
us our debts, and lead us not into temptation." All three of
these ideals were fulfilled for the Russian people by the
Communist Party. How come the Communist Party can't rise up
and accept their Universal World Destiny Mission? What a shock
it must be to finally know that you are the real spearhead of
Christ Universal Consciousness and must either get it on in
Universal truth or have greater Communist Parties rise that
will make past communists look like politicians who took
personal favor with their own seeming importance.
How were the Russian people fulfilled? Well, as far as I
or anyone can see, in economic principles, when private

property and usury money are taken away and in place of them
is put public ownership of all things, then every person will
have their daily bread and will not have any debts and could
not be led into temptation from being divided by church and
state. But rather, they would be in unity to defend their
collective territories. The fear of communism which is spread
in nations yet under private banking, etc., is void of
Christian truth. The word "atheist" opposes the man-God idea
and has been used by communists up until this time when I
would come and set the records straight. All the meaningful
words have taken on negation from the past misuse of them.
For example, the word "communism" is one most beautiful,
meaningful word. But when the word is used in a group of
people, some of them will immediately begin to react in
negation. So it is with the words: esoteric, metaphysics,
parapsychology, Judaism, Christian, Jesus, Lenin, Hitler,
Stalin, Roosevelt, etc. These are all only names. Learn to see
beyond preconditioned associations and know the truth of all
ideas and things. It is necessary for world leaders, and all
people who are going to influence right changes now, to begin
to see the social order from a different perspective. Come out
of this world and take a good look at it, and then compare it
with the Universal Matrix. You'll see that what each group of
people does is only their responses to the vibrations of
energies they are associated with.
We see that politicians preparing their political speeches
are very careful in the words they use and how they use them.
This is because they want votes. So they only say to people
the things they want to hear. The human psyche is master at
winning friends and influencing people to get followers. Why
would any normal person seek friends who only voted for them,
and yet were subjects of a system that no politician could
change or even bring real benefit to the people thru?
Christ Communism is not a charity world. There are plenty
of so-called charities that soothe the conscience of people
who believe they are helping the poor and starving masses.
Charities are simply an effect of another effect, which is the
buying and selling of goods and services for secular profit.
The people are caused to buy and sell because they are under
usury money. The wars since 1914 have been caused because the
people who thrive in the usury money business can't keep
enough people employed to make interest-bearing payments on
their bank loans. War is a way of creating artificial
spending, which is what capitalism is, among other negative
things. Out of the establishing of the World Nation of Israel
in 1922, when the Soviet-Russian territories were declared a
Socialist Republic, came great purges against persons who
reviled against the new order. They were the reactionaries who
supported counter-revolutionary groups that tried to usurp the
communists from power.

It is clear that the leaders who led insurrections against
the Soviet State Communist Party had intentions of returning
Russia back to the old-world banking system. And the people
who gave them support were obviously those who were feeling
the great changes that had come but could not change
themselves so as to be able to obey the "powers that be" and
give the new socialist idea the chance to prove its reality.
There were Old and New Testaments all over the place that told
of the time when the Uni-Godhead would establish Its world
nation. And they told of the great troubles that would come
about because many people would not know what was taking
place. They would still be in mortal mind and thinking in
terms of dollars, instead of knowing that the Universe's
promise to all the inhabitants of the Earth was a Kingdom that
would be established here on this planet by the elect.
And as far as the Old and New Testaments are concerned,
they have in them the writings of the prophets of the two main
religious hierarchies that have persisted on down thru the
ages which are Judaism and Christianity, as well as the mainline prophecy given by ETI space beings who set this
dispensation up about three million years ago according to
earth time. I am ETI and reveal the truth in the scriptural
prophecy. Only the prophecies in the Old and New Testaments
that are of "one unit" in all things are of the truth. All
prophecy that deals with duality (we and they, good and evil,
Christ and antichrist) are in the illusion of people thinking
that they are true Jews or Christians simply by association
with temples and churches and their God ideas. Not that they
couldn't be, or that the church and temple Christians and Jews
cannot make a definite contribution to the establishing of
heaven on earth now, because they surely can unite together on
the One Idea and do as Uni-Godhead declares to them in
prophecy.
THE "ONE IDEA" ABOVE ALL DUALITY CONCEPTS
It has long been argued which religion is the true
religion of God. All this kind of arguing ends now. The Lord,
so to speak, comes as a thief in the night to rob the nations
of their ability to go on playing their silly political games
as nations. Nations and their national boundaries are the
biggest hang-up and also the biggest source of squandered
labor thru their erroneous games of policing people and
boundaries. There will be One World Nation and a one world
government that has no power over life and death. The only
purpose of government will be to make life as happy and
healthy for everyone as possible. The possibilities are
unlimited! We shall operate an unlimited government, a
government that expands and has no need to police its
populace. In governments that police the populace, the

politicians are only admitting their failure to administrate
objective
government.
All
the
beings
on
thousands
of
neighboring planets operate within the grand atmosphere of
absolute freedom, security and abundance. Earth people can and
will be united with them; but before they can take the last
step into the Kingdom of God space organization, they must get
into Universal Consciousness where mentally they let go of all
things that are not of the one unit of all things.
Each person can mentally let go of all things that are not
of the one unit by letting go of the things they possess, such
as money, property, buildings and persons. However, letting go
of things doesn't mean giving them away. Here's what it means:
In all business procedure there is the front end of it and the
back end. Letting go means to let go of the back end and
operate within the front end. This means you would let go of
all ideas of legal process and governmental control, and only
gain use of property to put into communal free enterprise for
all people entering into your group.
You would gather people into cooperation with you on a
total sharing basis, with no wages paid and no taxes to pay.
Your communal corporation is already chartered by Nature's God
in the US Constitution to be tax-free. All profits would go
towards the full living experiences of the people involved. As
a communal group holding all material things common, the
living quarters of the people would either be bought by the
commune, or be built by them. This would be true of their
industries also.
There are plenty of multi-millionaires in the US who are
looking for new adventures and could begin to do this very
thing. They would advertise in the paper for people who want
to enter into such communal living experiences. They would get
thousands of replies. And in no time at all they would gather
the most talented people who are interested in such noble
projects in which the people who operate them collectively
would have all things added unto them as their Communal Free
Enterprise unit grew. The people around them would see a unit
of the Kingdom of God organization functioning in their midst.
And soon all people would want to be in the communal
lifestyle, which has actually set them free and brought them
into the kind of spiritual discipline that all people agree
with and know is needed in order to function with a large
group of people.
All would have use of the same properties and will be busy
creating the advanced technology that will far surpass the
present kinds of movies, TV, telephone, radio, transportation,
electric power, etc. A whole new world adventure is opening
up! People like Henry Ford and Howard Hughes began to dream of
such
communal
adventures
in
free
enterprise.
But
the
consciousness that would bring it about, the mental energies
or vibrations, was not present in their time. The whole world

is changing as Uni-Godhead's spirit is being poured out upon
all flesh - which in science means that ETI space beings can
tap into the high auric energies of their celestial realms and
beam their synthesis energies into this planet's aura. In this
way the whole planet is cleansed, purified and healed of all
negative effects.
The cleansing process began in 1914 and didn't turn
positive in many people until the 1960's, with the advent of
the flower children, a new generation of youth coming in on
higher vibes. When these high PSI synthesis energies first
began to be beamed into this planet's auric field to act as
the catalyst, they caused the negated energies in this
planet's akashic records to begin to play back thru all
people. And, according to their karma, the people were forced
into world karmic cleansings. This has happened in all the
wars since 1914. The wars and purges that have come are
nothing more than people being under paranoia. The truth is
that when people are mentally and physically ill, it is from
lack of energies. They are suffocating to get a shot of
balanced energies, which they can't get unless they can get
away from the things they are caught up in, be apart from them
and be able to take a good look at both sides of the dual
situations that bind workers to jobs, politicians to enforcing
laws, etc.
Let all people have the knowing now that many things are
the opposite of what they appear to be to mortal mind. When
you are mentally wracked with paranoia and suffer from pain in
your body and soul, you are actually in the process of
healing, and you must heal when you have vision of the way to
heal all things. (Part of the healing is to put only natural
foods into your body.) People can't do this easily as secular
family units. They must form into collective groups, holding
all things common, to manifest the energies of a group aura
from which they can be energized.
People in churches and temples are supposed to be
accomplishing the Christ things. They can't, though, until
they have actual projects going that liberate their people
from the Babylon world of usury and coveting. Small business
people and professional people make up the mainstay of most
church and temple congregations. They can all read what Jesus
says in Acts 4:32-35 about becoming a commune, and they can
read in St. Matt. 21:33-40 what Jesus tells will happen to
those 'ungrateful husbandmen' who try to go on with private
property and private money after the Lord has come in secret
and given the EG's World Master Plan. The Lord, so to speak,
can favor no one. All people are judged by the law of the UniGodhead. Which is to say, they are judged by whatever
judgement they put upon people and property.
All hangs in the balance! Communists cannot occupy
territories until the social conditions in nations demand

civil social action from the oppressed people. The oppression
of the people is caused from old world economics that can't
maintain progress for all people. When the communists begin to
truly communalize the territories they occupy, then all
arguments and hard feelings will end against Communists.
Everyone will have to admit they are doing what the Lord
commanded of his elect.
Now the vibrations of the planet have risen to the degree
that detente has appeared and great nations like the Soviet
Union are beginning to wonder if it's necessary to have any
kind of punitive system or punitive laws at all. As UniGodhead tells, Its law is being written in the 'inward parts'
of many people. They are beginning to understand Its law of
cause and effect, karma-retribution (retroaction), thru which
It governs all creative life.
There's no real reason why all the people of this planet
cannot be of the Kingdom of God space organization, have wings
and fly back into eternity. I say 'space organization' because
the Kingdom of God is not grounded in matter. It is of fluent
energy, and matter follows the natural laws of energy. But the
science of this planet is yet in matter and can't heal any of
the problems conflicting people with matter consciousness.
There is no war, crime, disease, poverty, enemy, etc. There
are no negative effects at all, as material scientists talk
about them or write about them.
See Prophetess Mary Baker Eddy's Science and Health and
Prophet Marx's Dialectical Gospel of Materialism and then read
the synthesis of it all in these writings. All the problems
that conflict this world humanity are simply in the way goods
and services are distributed to the people. Marx, Engels,
Debbs, DeLeon, Lenin and others have all championed the right
use of material things. "The multitudes of them that believed
were of one heart and of one soul; neither said any of them
that ought of the things which he possessed was his own; but
they had all things common." That is the ideal that Jesus
taught. He and many others of the past and present were and
are the prophets of the Uni-Godhead for the establishing of
Its Kingdom now! There's only one thing for all open-minded
people to discuss now and it is the ways and means of total
world sharing. Talk about it and then go ahead and begin to
set up the plan whereby all things are shared. The only things
we the workers of the world will keep going are food,
clothing,
shelter,
care,
recreation,
transportation,
communication and energies. We will let all else fall out of
the picture.
Eulogies and rhetoric make room only for extravagant
posturing on issues, producing only a surface impression of
militancy. The spiritual position is one of affirming the
ending of capitalistic effects now. To affirm this now is not
to overthrow those who are called capitalists by the use of

force and violence. There is nothing to overthrow, there is
only right-use-ness to be applied to all material things. To
overthrow the remains of capitalism by force and violence
means the removing of people, who possess property for their
own secular advantages, from the property they are possessing.
But there's a much better way of removing the cyborg beast of
capitalism
than
fighting
with
those
who
are
mentally
subjugated to it, and it is to carry out a World Wide Passive
Resistance Movement and World Wide Buyers' Strike. Thru
positive action this peacefully accomplishes the noble purpose
of ending the wheeling and dealing of the moneychangers and
building the true Christ Communist world right now.
In the way the socialists emotionally talk about all the lives
lost to secure the Communist Movement in Russia, they miss the
point of what the Uni-Christ Reformation is and why the UniGodhead told of great sacrifices of Israel people. As long as
no one really dies, and those who are needed here come back to
carry on the world transformation, then why should anyone
think that people are only bodies and the blood spilled was a
personal sacrifice? It was and is a sacrifice to the Universal
Creative Intelligence, because It could not make people
understand that manufacturing more guns, bullets, bombs,
missiles, etc., will solve no problems and only kill more
people.
What is the logical and reasonable solution to their
problems? It would be to stop making guns, bullets, bombs and
missiles, and for all soldiers to unite with the One Idea and
become Universal Soldiers. If righteous people don't do these
things, then how can they expect the unrighteous people to
stop their armaments race? The Uni-Godhead has already put the
power in the hands of the Soviets. So real detente can be the
order of the day for full disarmament.
Will the communists at last have to destroy capitalism in
war? The fact that they have all gone on in the nuclear race
shows this feeling. But there is no capitalism, as they see
it, in materiality to destroy. The satanic power that animates
the people who practice usury is in the planet's aura and has
been recorded there collectively by all people. The question
is how do you neutralize the satanic power, or luciferic
energy, in the planet's aura that is causing war, crime,
disease and poverty and all negative effects?
If a boil on the body erupts, it is to let impurities out
of the body. You may remove the sore by superficial means, but
another boil will come as long as the body has waste in it
that must be eliminated. So it is with sun-spots, cancer in
the body, eruptions of wars, etc., which are coming forth from
the earth's akashic records. What has been happening here
since 1914 shows that what's recorded in the planet's auric
time track - which in turn animates everyone according to
their karmic experiences - is really very much in error. But

it can and will be changed.
As the vibrations rise here, they are forcing the
separation of the chaff from the wheat or the harvesters, who
at last inherit the planet simply because they are the only
ones who know how to live on it and transform it into its
perfect order. Earth people's compulsive repetition of errors
which they recall from their past akashic records will have to
be sidetracked. This can only be done with a plan that is
totally different from any present formalities.
If the World Communist Movement (the World People of
Israel) go on with the present status quo regalia, hoping to
be led into the promised land by and by, they will go right on
thru a terrible tribulation period - the "last war for the
world." Then the survivors will have to pick themselves up out
of the ruins and begin to build the very kingdom I'm telling
how to accomplish now by just having more fun than has ever
been had by a people.
A knowledgeable person will put only the things in his or
her body that are of nature - no commercial foods. So it is
with the things in your mind aura. Our eye must be single,
meaning we must be one with all things, because all opposing
things are relative and working together to synthesize into
our New World Order.
The phenomenon of communism is that it doesn't know
itself. It hasn't become ETI yet. It doesn't know that it has
already won the higher honors of the Universe for the World
People of Israel. In the unfolding of this kind of world
drama, those who bring the most realistic changes are
criticized the most and feared the most. But this is only
because there is a part of each person that is yet unconscious
to them, and which is to be awakened now. People in a dilemma
are egged on, in spite of all losses, to be whole again. This
happens thru the seed atoms in our very make-up, through which
the Universe can turn us around and bring about the new order
here.
It doesn't make any difference what name you call it or
what the process is, whether you call it evolution,
revolution,
natural
selection,
spirit,
Christ,
God
or
whatever; that which is happening here delivers a harvest of
the people into a New Age - enough of them so that this planet
can be put to proper use and returned to the normal
functioning of a planet. People are the real experiment in
themselves. Let the turned-on people come forth in every
nation and begin to build New Age pilot model cities in which
the dream can be experienced by millions of people ready for
such fun. Then we will have knowing people.
Abundant food, clothing, shelter, care, recreation,
transportation, communications and utilities for everyone are
created thru teamwork on the part of all people. They shall
all be operated of, by and for the people, thru the world

people's
industrial
schools
of
creative
experiences.
Individually and collectively every person shall have all
things at their fingertips, ready to be used when they are
ready to use them. No one can go wrong in a world of absolute
freedom, security and abundance for each person. The Universe
is absolute and unchangeable except by Its own decree. When
people declare absolutes, then no one can blame one another
for their unhappiness. Every person must then grow along the
lines of natural soul evolution.
What's called the human mind is actually the Universal
Mind. The knowledge people acquire is experienced in the
things they enjoy doing; and as you can see, in doing joyful
things, time simply passes by. You realize that all people are
subject to the mental seeds they have sown, and are reaping
what they have sown. The judge reaps sitting on a dull bench.
The lawyer reaps the dull job of pretending he serves justice.
Both are reading their legal script, which doesn't serve
justice or rehabilitation and in fact creates more negative
effects. There is no crime! In every case it is cause and
effect, karma-retribution, "like attracting like," people
being persecuted for their righteousness. So forget about
passing judgement on people and just help, love and lift them
regardless of what they have done. If people can't function in
society, put them in a supervised beautiful commune where they
can learn to do all things for themselves.
You don't need guns or police and courts to serve justice
or to have security. Society, thru its institutions, pampers
its weaknesses; therefore it doesn't grow stronger along the
path of righteousness. Finally it falls prey to people who,
because their jobs are boring and they are dependent on them,
become fascistic, which in turn keeps the artificial justice
intact.
The true communist is building a New World which, when
completed, will never have starving people or people in need
of anything they can't build for one another and acquire
together. If you see only the seeming defects of communist
world changes and do not see the ultimate goals that inspired
communists, then you will fear the further changes that must
come and you may sell yourself short of being in the lot at
the end of these days of growing tribulation.
At present it takes about twenty percent of the people on
the planet to keep status quo records to try and control
another twenty-five percent of the people, who are so spoiled
by the ways of the world that they cannot get into anything.
Not to mention another twenty percent who are into everything
that's status quo and live by situations created out of the
errors that government, science, education and religions are
into.
The kind of world I'm projecting into being liberates all
the clerical workers from paper work, as well as all workers

from every kind of superfluous job. The Uni-Godhead put this
planet under money atonement in order to cause a structure to
be built under which the people would experience enough of the
hell that can be created out of their wrong use of materiality
that they would eventually arrive at the right ways and means
of spiritual living. And likewise, the people would create
enough right use of materiality to gain the vision of what
science and technology could do for them when money atonement
was taken away.
Every person is a scientist in one way or another. Science
begins in mind, and mind IS. And IT is Universal. All that we
shall ever imagine is already imagined. People will have to
begin to express the circle, the "We" in it, because the "I"
will be gone. People will acclaim your good works when you are
not seeking acclaim. People will respond to truth when there
is only truth expressed. People will live together in full
rewards when the rewards are in what they do. People will have
free exchange of all commodities, materials and ideas when
they cannot profit from possessing material things. The
ability to possess anything is in the same illusion of justice
and military might. The Uni-Godhead at this time comes down
hard on the establishment because they are supposed to lead
the people but they aren't, they're just playing silly games
with the people's heads.
The illusion cannot stand beside reality. The reality is
in people's collective spiritual power, where every person is
for ONE IDEA: one for all and all for one. There is only ONE
IDEA, and it is to be free to do the things that bring health
and happiness to you and everyone else. The great IDEA
encompasses all of the world society as one people, all having
equal opportunities to express their talents. The IDEA isn't
new and it isn't old, it isn't timely nor is it bold. It's
just plain common horse sense. The IDEA doesn't need armies to
fight for it, police to police it, judges to arbitrate it or
legislators to legislate it. The ONE IDEA is the Uni-Christ
idea of a true heaven on earth. Every civil official dreams of
the day when his or her work will be completed. Every logical
policeman and soldier dreams of the time when policing will be
no more and wars will be no more. Their dreams are coming
true!
Since the people cannot seek the end of life, because
there is no ending of it, then all there is left to seek is
that which was there in the beginning of this dispensation but
could not be theirs until they could come back into the same
kind of Uni-experiences they dropped out of. What is called
evil had nothing to do with their dropping out and being sent
into this kind of project to be restored. The negative effects
of this project, described as evil acts, are only effects of
the original cause of dematerialization from an eternal body.
It happened in the material progress on planets in this solar

system and in a few other solar systems, but the cause wasn't
from anything that anyone was aware of. The cause for
planetary projects such as this one to be set up deals with a
problem in the electrical circuitry of etheric bodies. The
negative effects all people experience are only part of the
healing of the greater problem, which earth people can heal
now only by applying the EG's World Master Plan.
Things like disarming the whole world, getting rid of
money, ridding the world of the penal system, fulfilling all
the world religions and doing away with all national
boundaries and national governments seem staggering to most
people. But once they experience Uni-first causes, they see
that building the New World Order just naturally leaves all
negative effects behind.
It took many years to build Rome, but it fell in a day, so
they say. It has taken many centuries for the entities being
recovered here to get to the place where the greatest
surprises ever would come to them. Nothing really falls, it
just keeps changing until, by establishing the right kind of
living experiences for all people, it changes into that which
is unchangeable and then climbs in happiness forever. Who has
known that the earthbound entities here are part of this
special project, and even that which seems to have fallen
behind is brought forth as the catalyst to bring a whole solar
system into its next step ahead? Does the Universe have
unusable byproducts? Even the satanic energy in the Van Allen
Belt which rings this planet, created by all people out of
their wrong use of mind energies, is the blasting powder that
can take to the highest heights those who hook their wagon to
a star.
Of course it could also dash them on the rocks, depending
on the way their emotions actualize themselves. Emotions act
according to Uni-karmic law, and to have karma under your
control you must wait for the synthesis ideals to come into
your aura and act only upon the ONE IDEA, which is absolute
freedom, security and abundance for everyone. All the
struggles here are in the playback of what has already been
recorded by the people, which blocks off their memory of the
far past. Obviously memory serves a purpose, because in making
contact with space you've lived in before and people you've
lived with before, you can recall those things of truth that
can be applied to the here and now. But if you're not in the
here and now, listening to the silent channel that is always
ONE - one people, one planet, one Universe - then you'll be
here, there and jumping all around in feelings and ideas, not
being able to land in time to be around when it all climaxes
into a great world celebration!
Earth people have race consciousness of the Alpha and
Omega. In their nuclear weapons they can see their Omega, and
in the Alpha they can only see where they became conscious of

self. As the Universe is from everlasting to everlasting - It
didn't begin nor can it end - then earth people have a
particular problem of coming back into such an eternal
continuum. Suppose you fall out of a swing; what are you going
to do, swing no more? You would pick yourself up and keep
swinging until you learned not to fall out of the swing. You
would keep trucking until you had hauled the loads of bad
karma to the recycling plant, and then let the Universe edify
your trips because only It can straighten out the mess earth
people are in.
In these books of the EG you have all the ideas, knowledge
and affirmations as to what you can do to become emancipated
from boredom. More than anything else at this time, status quo
life is just boredom! Don't depend any longer on the mortal
thought coming into your head radio station from the planet's
akashic records to give you the Spirit of Truth. First you
must stop thinking and start believing in things that seem
impossible, but are easier to accomplish than the drudgery of
doing things the way they are done now.
Capitalism is negative, socialism is positive and true
communism is the Synthesis. Socialism can militarily destroy
those people who fight for capitalism, should Gog's Army
initiate the "last war for the world." And from it the true
Christ Communist ideal would come into being all over the
world. To sum things up, let us bring to mind again this bit
of highline information that the Uni-Godhead gives in the
scriptures and synthesizes in the books of the Everlasting
Gospel - that "all things are relative and are working
together for the common good." This substantiates what
philosopher Hegel was given to teach about the World
Revolutionary Movement, that antithesis versus thesis evolves
one upon the other into the Synthesis. It is obvious that on
the earth plane there are right and left wings, and that they
form duality opposites - neither of which can produce Christ
Communism. The ways and means in the IDEA itself supersede all
else.
Where are right-wingers in consciousness? They more
identified with matter, or materiality, and afraid to let go
of it, acting as if 'matter was all there was' and it would
disappear if they went broke. Industries, of themselves, do
not go broke, only the people who operate them go broke
because they are engaged in getting for self and not building
industries for the joy of the people. Left-wingers are more
identified with social changes and socialism. To have this
thesis, one must have an idea above the erring ways of the
status quo world. The status quo refers to the way of life for
the world up until the time the Christ force of the elect or
enlightened ones rise and affirm the Christ way of life.
The World Revolutionary Movement is the Christ World
Revolutionary
Movement,
and
Christ
means
Universal

Consciousness. As enlightened people know now, Jesus should
have been referred to as a Cosmic Adept with psychic powers.
He was in part directed by the Universal Mind, but attributed
his power to the Father God, which is the Solar Logos or sun
of this solar system. Automatically and inadvertently, the
Solar Logos computes for the entities on its planets the
consequences of the use they are putting to mind energies
imparted to them. Since the cybernetics of the consciousness
earth people have been sending to the sun for rebalancing is
in duality, then the prophecy which they wrote about the
future of this planet could only come back to them in duality,
as though a 'God of wrath' was giving the prophecy and the
'other power' was Antichrist, meaning force opposing God.
The idea of a separate good and evil is the illusion and
the IDEA whose time has come and cannot be stopped is the
reality. When they embrace the perfect IDEA, and they soon
will, it's all for the blessing of everyone; so no one can put
the IDEA down if they are open-minded. You've heard the
expression about "being open-minded." What does it mean? It
means being open to everything - not reacting to anything, but
rather, synthesizing the ideas of every discussion by
affirming the truth. This isn't hard to do when you know the
Universe is perfect programming and all imperfection is simply
programmed into the aura of the planet collectively by all the
entities in bodies, who, as the Uni-Godhead tells, have all
fallen short of Its glory - meaning they have not yet
established the way of life that would come if the people live
according to the way the Universe is operating thru Its
natural laws.
STOP CLINGING TO OLD DOGMAS
In these channeled writings I continuously speak of usury
money and how it is the main cause of the American dilemma.
Money is so close to everyone and yet most people do not know
what money is. They don't wonder why they do not produce all
things together and share all of it with each other. They
cling to the old dogma, either religiously or subconsciously,
that human nature is sinful and people can only be saved at
the time of judgement if they are in good standing with Jesus.
They shot Jesus so full of holes with fairy tales that now he
doesn't have enough converts to even fill up one corner of the
heaven he prepared for them.
Jesus sends the Comforter, that's me, as it tells in St.
John 14:15-17 and 26. The scriptural passage about the
Comforter has been a mystery to Christians. He is a person who
gives comfort to all people. He has no excuses for anything!
His world is of the same perfection as the Uni's natural
dynamics. He does not compromise with any group - make deals,
keep secrets - he lays it on the line as it is. There are ways

that some people think are of the truth, but the ends thereof
spell disaster for many people. Some people want more time to
think it over, just in case the Everlasting Gospel and its
World Master Plan aren't the real thing, but by taking thought
of the thing they cannot add one cubit to it. The Uni is allknowing, so then why are most people thinking, guessing and
supposing and giving opinions in an all-knowing Universe that
is no further away from them than the closest atoms? But they
can't tune into the Universal Mind until they begin to give
and receive and hold no part of themselves back.
To end your thinking that goes on and on but never arrives
anywhere, what does the EG's World Master Plan teach and give?
Can anyone find any passage in all the writing I have
channeled from my ETI or Uni-Godhead connections in which I
advocate any harm to anyone or plan any kind of an overt act
in which people will suffer? Turn all the scriptural prophecy
about the establishing of a Heaven on Earth around to see that
no God is punishing people for their sins or even evil acts.
Any real student and "doer" of the scriptures does not see an
anthropomorphic God waiting until judgement day to separate
the chaff from the wheat, but knows that, whatever the
problems are on this planet, the Uni-Godhead already began to
heal them when It first sent ETI space beings here to set this
dispensation up. And for a long time the masses of people will
not be able to discern the off-color things from the right-on
spectrum of light. The world calls this discerning the false
from the true; but, inasmuch as all things derive from the
Universe, then part of It isn't false and part of It true.
Those things which are right and left of center (antithesis
versus thesis) will come forth now in the synthesis to give
comfort to all people. Common sense tells everyone that there
should be a sharing of all things, and then everyone's
material needs would be met and they could begin to accomplish
higher spiritual goals.
What's bugging people is just the past they can't let go
of. There's really nothing in the past worth remembering,
except when this dispensation began - and when you can start
from there, you'll realize this preliminary period has just
been a nightmare that is at last coming to an end. A patient
can be healed, yet he goes on thinking he's sick because he
worships sickness more than his health. Sickness in this world
gives people certain services they wouldn't have if they had
vitality. Of course, if they had vitality, which comes thru
enacting positive ideas, then they would be contributing to
themselves and humanity and all their needs would be fulfilled
in return.
What I'm telling you about usury money (money under
interest-bearing notes and taxation without representation in
the people's commerce) is most important, because it is the
big hang-up in the United States that holds back the whole

nation at this time. US citizens cannot cross this bridge
without disrupting the whole economy and beginning anew on a
clean slate. The Uni-Godhead, through its ETI space beings,
will not let the US tribe of Joseph go into socialism, but
will cause them to build true communism. We don't need
socialism! We need real communism.
There is no way the US citizens, by using intelligence,
can argue about things in the Soviet Union, without looking
into their own affairs to see that they have held communism
back from establishing the higher ideals of Christ Communism.
In the WWII Armageddon for example, they did not rise in
righteousness to correct the things that were wrong at that
time. And now all the errors are really beginning to stand out
like a sore thumb. The Americans say: "Oh, we can't correct
our
own
faults
until
we
win
the
world
back."
The
Revolutionaries say: "We can't do it without overthrowing the
old establishment." But even if they did have a bloody
socialist revolution, where would they be? They might then
enter into the millennium, a thousand years of controlled
peace with the Soviet Union and Red China, but out of it
wouldn't come the Kingdom of God for another thousand years.
They would not rid the world of money or the penal and
military systems. They would greatly modify things and
everyone would have a higher standard of materiality, but the
same old hang-ups would linger on. The scriptures wouldn't be
fulfilled so the religions would linger on. The nations and
their governments and boundaries would linger on. More red
tape and paper! The people of earth would go on under their
old time track, but near the end of the thousand years they
would know that something was radically missing.
The thing that would be missing would be the rest of the
Universe. The Uni-Godhead's space angels, or extraterrestrial
beings, could not possibly unite earth people with the rest of
the Universe they know until the persons who lead the world
are all-knowing and could communicate with them on a realistic
basis. Suppose earth scientists did receive communications
with beings from other star clusters or quasars (ethereal
cities), as they are trying to do, and space people gave them
a cosmic channeling similar to this, which of course is all
they could do. At least then earth scientists would begin to
listen to me!
Earth people will never meet up with extraterrestrials
under the paranoid illusion of space beings conquering and
then ruling them. Space beings have been able to plan the
structure all along through which earth people would pass from
a preliminary period - which is the one they are in now - into
the autonomous, atomic state of natural Uni-government. Space
beings can send etheric beings, who are invisible to earth
people, to be among them in governmental chambers where
decisions are made. They can influence decisions so that the

greater plan is always being worked on. This is the meaning of
Gog's Armies having hooks put in their jaws so they could not
win.
Ezekiel 38:4 tells of this. Gog's Army in the WWII
Armageddon was Nazi Fascism, and it was the USSR mountain of
Israel they would move up against and were turned back from.
Higher space beings do not make decisions on the basis of
necessarily preventing wars or saving lives or making it easy
for the people here in superfluous ways. They know only the
autonomous state of the Universe that is all-knowing and is of
absolute freedom, security and abundance for everyone. Wars,
criminal acts, mental and physical illnesses and poverty are
all created by the sum total of the people. The soul evolution
of the people divides them into antithesis versus thesis,
because, as people open up consciously to higher vibrations,
they pass from solar plexus alpha energies into the opening of
heart chakra beta rays. And as people persevere righteous
causes for all humanity, experiencing how to apply reasoning
and logic toward that which is right for everyone, they begin
to open up in head chakras to the synthesis of gamma rays.
In other words, solar plexus, heart and head chakras correspond with alpha, beta and gamma rays, constituting the
three-in-one triune of the Uni-Godhead's balanced energies,
which are predominant in the electromagnetic field outside the
earth's aura. The balanced energies of the cosmos have not
been able to penetrate into the earth's aura, except into its
outer ring of white light, because in order for them to flow
in, there must be channels on the planet to attract them. In
the pouring out of the high PSI synthesis energies at this
time, space beings are able to blast these energies into the
earth's aura, which, in turn, begins to force the negated
energies in the earth's aura back through the people according
to their karma (the mental seeds and acts they have sown).
This forces them to flip out in foolish rioting, revolution,
war and disease. Warring, crime and poverty are just aspects
of the same thing, and so are earthquakes, drought, freak
accidents and severe storms.
In wars, the workers create the weapons. They send their
sons and even daughters to fight their battles. But now
technology has brought the wars from battlefields into the
cities and the civilian population feels the sting of war as
well as the soldiers. The Uni-Godhead tells that the sons and
daughters will turn against their parents, and this is logical
because the parents sacrifice their children in war for the
mortgaged house they live in and the car they drive. The
parents for the most part are still superstitious. At one
time, not too long ago, they thought the world was flat and
that the sun and stars rotated around the earth. Now many
think that the earth is still the only inhabited planet.
We read in history of the bad time the Catholic hierarchy

gave Copernicus and Galileo because they were giving Uni-truth
to the people, which interfered with the old traditions and
superstitions of the church. A great reformation began in
Europe that brought the Protestant era, but as we see, they
did not lead the world into Christ ways. Then finally there
rose communism, and, although each advance of the world people
has brought them closer to this time in which the total
crossing over from the old world into the New World will come,
they are still sadly lacking in the know how of carrying out a
real passive resistance movement that will end all struggles,
bring about the changes that will put them back onto the Uni's
main line, and join the people of earth with the beings of
other planets.
Can you see that fear blocks the people from letting go of
the old to join the new? The fear is more of loss of ego than
anything else. Not many people as yet can even see the
choices: to either stay behind or go on ahead. Actually they
are not choices in the ultimate sense, but before the
synthesis can come in a person, they must choose to act in
spiritual ways - not 'religious' but spiritual ways - and then
they can see there was only the right way in the first place.
Religious hierarchies in their eulogies and pious ways do
not attract the synthesis energies and apply them, nor do
statesmen and stateswomen, who are bound in the red tape of
trying to legislate world commerce in which money or kinds of
bartering are used. The big problem is to get earth people to
talk about the real goals they are to reach and the
contradictions in their present way of life, which is
collectively created by them. The field is relative. All
groups of people on the planet move together.
The communists must realize they are also helping to
create the conflicts they’ve had to enter into in order to
defend what they have gained. They help create the conflicts
because of their lack of Uni-linguistics which, when spoken,
could give people enlightenment as to what the end goals of
Christ Communism are: the same goals as those given in the
scriptures that create a Heaven on Earth.
For example, prophet Marx used the synthesis idea of
philosopher Hegel in respect to the World Revolutionary
Movement, which defines antithesis versus thesis as the
opposites that evolve one upon the other into the true
communist synthesis. So the communists should know that in the
whole world there are not nations to contend with; only people
of predominantly fascistic, solar plexus vibrations, and those
who are rising in vibrations and consciousness to add to the
New Age thesis. Every communist, Jew, catholic and protestant
should be in the Uni-Christ synthesis and should keep throwing
out stimulating yin and yang thought to provoke discussion,
and then in the discussion give the synthesis of the way
things evolve and should be.

There isn't a being called Satan, but there sure are a lot
of satanic energies recorded and built up in this planet's
aura, and they are playing back and taking many people whose
shattered emotions are flipping them out into all kinds of
wrong things. But even this is relative. No person can say he
or she is good and will be resurrected into life, or that he
or she is bad and is condemned. It's easy to see how this
illusion of God and 'something else' comes into being. Notice
that I am given to speak of Uni-Godhead, which teaches that
"all things are working together for the good unto those who
love the Uni-Godhead and are called according to Its
purposes." This exact language is given so as not to be
misleading. Much confusion has been perpetrated on the people
with the use of the man-God idea. So let us speak of the
Universal Creative Intelligence, in accordance with Its true
nature as Macrocosm, and of ourselves as microcosms.
ETI has held the karma, or luciferic energies, down to a
level that has kept a great land cataclysm from happening
here. They can't take it all away though, because then the
remaining entities here yet to be healed would have no
resistance to force them into the proper ways of living. As
the Uni-Godhead tells, "all things are working together for
good unto those who love Its life, nature and spirit with all
their heart and soul and are called according to Its purpose."
Which is of course, not to play with material tinker toys, but
to build a heaven on earth. Acts 4:32-35 tells Christians
where to begin. All karma is good if you can receive it as
such. The playback of negative karma sounding in silent
thought, coming out of you in harsh words and causing pain is
only telling you what you must do to correct your errors
against the Universe's ways and means. It's what comes out of
your mouth in the wrong use of words that defiles you, and not
what comes into your head radio set. Learn to tune out the
status quo dogma by living the Christ fife and speaking in the
Synthesis on behalf of all people.
Just know that when you eat properly, love thru serving
properly, have proper relaxation, sexual life and first cause
creative experiences, then you're on the road to healing, and
also on the road back into the Kingdom of God to be united
once again with the great Universal Family.
No one in the Universe claims to know how or when the
Universe was created, made, evolved or was begun. Every novice
seeking psychic clairvoyancy seeks to know what God knows.
They ask the 64 million dollar questions and they only get the
64 dollar answers, usually from entities in the astral or
etheric heavens of this planet. But the idea of receiving a
thought in your head that isn't your own usual thought, or of
the world, mesmerizes persons with the illusion that they
themselves are the Cosmic Messiah.
In these times of rising vibrations, there are many people

walking around receiving outside thought, who are taking on
vibrations of Messiah-ships. The grandeur of being an
important elected master on the earth of their hierarchy
outside of the planet gives one a feeling of extra power and
importance. Hitler and those who gathered around him had
psychic powers that came from astral entities who, of course,
thought they had the plan for all humanity. Hitler and his
subordinates were in a space all their own, and no one could
crack their ideas until they had brought the whole planet
through a karmic cleansing. All this was just a karmic playout of past conditioning from former incarnations. The great
courts of law, judges, police, etc., turned into a nightmare
in Germany, and the military destroyed many people and ravaged
cities. They were just the example for other Gentile nations
under usury money.
The Nazis' inner circle couldn't bring their sojourns in
heavenly abodes into material reality to demonstrate rightuse-ness of materiality because at that time the planetary
vibrations were very low. Many people are surfacing now as
Uni-Godhead's high PSI energies are being poured out on all
flesh. They see the relativity of it, and this Everlasting
Gospel shows them that only a great passive resistance
movement of spiritual detente can change the world into what
it ought to be. The Hitler mediums could play the same
telepathic parts on the earth plane as those who led them from
the astral plane. Believe it or not, a verse in Rev. 2:13
sheds light on Hitler. John's message to the church at
Pergamos is to the Vatican. The Father God, or Solar Logos,
tells them it knows their works and where they dwell, and even
where Satan's seat is. And it tells them to: "hold fast my
name, and not deny my faith, even in those days wherein
Antipas [Hitler] was my faithful 'martyr, who was slain among
you, where Satan' dwelleth." Hitler was just a lord of karma
sent to plow the fields so that the good seed could be planted
and the harvest reaped for all humanity in Michael's stand
with the Holy People.
In knowing that there is no Satan as a person but that
there are simply satanic energies in the earth's aura, then
one can see that this passage refers to the people who are
under heavy karma and caught in exorcisms. They could only
have gotten that way by their social misuse here, in which
people had wrongly judged one another and caused unnecessary
hardships for each other. The Hitler movement was the
culmination of tormented souls who thought they had psychic
powers and knowledge to put the whole world right again.
Naturally this would have to happen before that part of
society who thought they had all the answers would begin to
face world problems realistically, which, of course, they
still aren't doing. But they are improving.
Hitler was Antipas, and the meaning of him being a

faithful martyr is that he was a terminal around which the
world people of Israel would be led back through their karma.
And Israel people would make great gains in science and
technology as they were spurred on to keep the military
balance, out of which in WWII, the Communists wound up with
all of Eastern Europe. All that happened to the Allied and
Axis powers was already recorded in the earth's akashic
records. But the victory that IS REAL people won was of their
extended righteousness. Because the world people had erroneous
beliefs about their militarism and judicial penal system, then
these would come into play and be tried on a grand scale. The
war should have proven to everyone that militarism, together
with the judicial penal system was really a fantasy in bloom.
The world people should have come together then and disarmed
the whole world and done away with the old penal system.
But as we see, there were still plenty of luciferic
energies left in the planet's aura and thanatos characters to
bowl people over and carry them on to further daily sacrifice
in Korea and Vietnam. The Uni-Godhead had told them that "if
they lived by the sword [guns and bullets], they would die by
it." They did live by guns and bullets and they did die by
them. This was all the playback of the mental seeds earth
people had collectively sown. The forces of antithesis and
thesis, or right and left wingers, reaped what they had sown.
Christ Communism was Gog's target and the Christ Communists
turned back the demagogues, or Gog's Armies, just as Eze. 38:4
told them they would. Isn't it obvious that this civilization
is coming out of a period of misunderstanding and into a
period of understanding? Or that it was in a predicament and
is coming out of it backwards to turn itself around and go
forward?
Once you really know cosmology, you can figure out the meaning
of all things. And you are shown the proper path the world
people will follow, and must follow, because there is no path
other than the one that has been unfolding for all humanity,
which finally reaches yin and yang balance again and brings
the Synthesis to all people. Only those who must cause their
own ruin will counteract truth by doing things that are
totally indifferent to the real social standards that serve
humanity first, and that serve others as we would want to be
served - remember the Golden Rule? This is accomplished not by
any kind of rituals, exercises, priest or political crafts,
but only thru a plan for all humanity such as that which I
have given in the very timely IDEA of a "World Wide Buyers'
Strike." I must give you the truth about all things and see if
you can digest it, or eat it up, as I have. Sometimes the
truth, on such a special project planet as this, makes your
belly bitter, to have to experience and carry such corrosive
energies. But finally, once the truth is digested, it will
come out of your mouth as sweet as honey. Which means that

once you understand the whole vision of how the New Age is put
together thru the World Master Plan, then the words you speak
will be of the Synthesis and will inspire all who hear the
great IDEA into the kind of truth in action that blesses all
people.
Here's more good cosmology. Just know that all planets
evolve as hollow vessels and had original civilizations that
evolved inside them. Most of them are populated now, on the
interior surface, with beings in eternal bodies. Travel among
the planets is no problem because beings in eternal bodies can
teleport and they can also transport their whole living
environment with them - entire city-like space ships that
operate
directly
off
of
the
high
energies
of
the
electromagnetic field flowing between stars. The way things on
this planet are now, no one can get connected into the raw
energies of the cosmos to gain knowledge from them. This is an
advanced ETI project, where high space technology changes the
outside of planets so life can exist outside as well as
inside. A different kind of body was needed too - and they are
the humanoid bodies that we occupy. All material knowledge
comes from auras, as people experience working with matter, or
material things, and record their experiences in the atoms of
their molecular structure - which plays back to them as
recall. You can see that Mind exists in atoms and is Universal
in every way.
ETI space beings can relay these things to me that I write
down from space ships because they can broadcast on the
wavelengths of telepathy, in which there is no time delay. All
I need do is to be able to balance with the yin and yang poles
of this planet's auric akashic records, the playback of which
reflects all the bizarre trips going on here. The synthesis
energies that ETI beings send to me cognite me into the
planet's akashic records to see and hear what really took
place in history around important events. And they lead me in
these writings to give the synthesis of past events as they
apply to the here and now. It's sort of like I'm not for or
against any particular thing… only for that which is right on
for everyone. I can take the important ideas everyone has
expressed in words or in writing, see where they are coming
from, and then - most important of all - put them back into
the big jigsaw puzzle (the Uni-helix) so they fit into this
World Master Plan.
No one will deny that Hitler took a lot of people on a
ride. The question all people should analyze for themselves is
why at that time the people, except those of the Christ
Communist Nation of Israel, went along on the ride? Was it
because they were relative to the mote they saw in their
brother's eye? With all their Christian theosophy, they surely
should have been able to affirm the truth in ways that make
the truth live. The Vatican knew what was happening in Germany

in WWII, but all they could do in their static position was
just bear it and pass on through. That is, the Father God
couldn't give them the synthesis of it all so that the world
people would have some guidelines to follow instead of being
possessed to follow the path of least resistance.
The wonderful synthesis truths of these writings do not
come from Solar Logos computations. They are from high
synthesized etherial realms of great civilizations in outer
space, who are on direct drive with the Universal Mind
sounding in their heads and directing the purposes of their
technology. The recent advancements made in parapsychology and
physics in the US and USSR space projects will dovetail into
ETI space technology. High US and USSR ETI scientists have the
tendency to think of themselves as inferior. This is because
they think of themselves as a body instead of knowing their
being as the eternal entity in their body. Bodies are, of
course, just space suits, so to speak, that entities operate
in on the planet. The high ETI-PSI scientists on the earth
plane have already been redeemed from this planet by ETI space
beings and are part of the "144,000" telepathic team who have
incarnated here on the planet to redeem earth people. Rev.
14:1-6 explains this in allegorical terms.
The Uni-Godhead gives cybernetic reports to Its planetary
people in the synthesis ideals, but from a neutral position.
This means that Its highly realistic prophecy is given
according to the tabs It gets from Its Solar Logos, with
respect to the planets' auras which are being returned to
normal. And it is what the people do on respective planets in
the omnipresence of catastrophe that makes the difference
between going the extra mile now or going down on a karmic
ride, to pick themselves up later to do the love services they
should do right now.
AFFIRM THE TRUTH
Start to affirm the Truth, especially the parts of the
greater truth realities that provide abundant natural food,
clothing,
shelter,
care,
recreation,
transportation,
communications and utilities for all people on one high
standard. These things should be shared by everyone and
everyone should share in the producing of them. Everyone will
share when the New Age system is set up by the world people.
We should stop complaining about how things have been up
until now. The majority of the working class could unite
together and, in less time than you’d imagine, it could be
demonstrated to everyone what real people's spiritual power
is. Industries can't operate without workers, and workers
don't have to lose pay when the majority of the workers
strike. It is written in the US Constitution-Bill of Rights
that the appointed government shall rule up until the time

that the people show they can be self-ruled. The people can
demonstrate self-rule simply by uniting to completely end the
old status quo world and bring about the kind of world
envisioned in the New Covenant-World Bill of Rights.
The time has come now to hold all natural resources and
industries common all over the world. The class of people who
own the means of production now cannot go on owning them,
because they cannot operate them without workers. We keep the
necessary services and supplies going while we carry out our
fantastic World Wide Buyers' Strike. In it, we're not striking
for more pay, more benefits or better working conditions,
we're striking to end the old world completely and begin over
again, applying all the truth and knowledge we’ve gained thru
the ways that common sense teaches us when we are doing things
properly. The old world is run on fear and superstitions; fear
of prison, fear of sickness and unemployment, fear of having
to be a soldier who kills; superstitions about flying saucers,
superstitions about the secret plans of the military,
superstitions about life, the Universe and Its nature.
We must dispel all fear and superstition and begin to live
by the truth. When people don't have the truth to act upon,
they act without intuitive knowledge, and this is what
superstition is. Seek the real reason why all people don't
have the real attributes of life abundantly and freely.
Discard all the reasons coming into your head that negate the
Christ Idea, and just hang onto One idea. The One idea is that
you are the government of, by and for the people, and your
rights were given to you by Nature's God in the Bill of
Rights. And now you have the New Covenant that supersedes all
else. Affirm all things that are a part of your daily needs by
setting up the right ways and means for providing all basic
needs for all people.
To believe that a people would let individuals own their
means of living and individually profit from them at the
expense of other people is really about as far away from fair
play or reality as one can get. So now, ask yourself (same as
asking God) if you can have all your daily needs fulfilled.
The answer will be a simple yes - the Universe's answer. Now
you come to the how, and the Universe's answer to you is to
affirm the truth now. When you do this you are hooked, so to
speak, because you are facing your God-self, as well as all
those who would misuse truth, and recognizing you must be true
to your known self, that you not be false to anyone. In the
asking, you know your prayers are answered before you asked
them, because the Universe has already supplied all good
things for everyone. Then on the affirmation you give, that
all is yours to share with everyone else, something fantastic
takes place. It is that you are so filled with radiant
spiritual power that you want to tell everyone about it. You
want to share it with them, or have them experience the free-

wheeling energies of completed mental circuits that run
through the maze of it all, between you and the Universal
Mind. You are free, and not because men set you free or gave
you anything that was not already yours. You are free because
you have the truth to act upon; and you can clearly see what
you will receive in return by being in the center of what's
happening all over the world, as the Kingdom of God rolls in
like a steam roller with all the people who get with the UniGodhead's world revolution to establish Its order as promised.
Just as Jesus showed his indignation of the hypocrites
when he drove the money-changers out of the temple, so are we
indignant of the hypocritical ways some people are acting at
this time, when all flesh could be lost on this planet if it
were not for the fact that the Uni-Godhead's space angels have
all things in hand here, as far as the saving of the planet
and the entities who rally with this greatest of all causes.
When anyone resists these changes given in the EG's World
Master Plan, they are resisting the Uni-Godhead and Israel
people, and therefore they stand in judgement. Not from an
arbitrary man-God, but they shall be judged automatically by
whatever judgement they place upon people or property. The New
Law says to "help, love and lift every person regardless of
what they have done." Just know that both parties in a socalled crime, the accused and the accusers, whether accused by
individuals or by the state or federal government, are parties
to the crime. Man's laws and governments are framed in the
illusion of separate good and evil, and the truth is that if
we are to find out what causes evil, or negative effects, then
we go to what we call good and find what is missing there that
is causing the negative effects. This leads us right back to
wrong economics and wrong social environment. All along, most
people have been divided into sides by governments, and not
until the World Nation of Israel came in Russia was there a
government that was centered in one idea - "the IDEA whose
time has come and can not be stopped."
You will begin to agree with me that a World Wide Buyers'
Strike is the only way for the US citizens to fulfill the
Christ Mission now without going on through the last part of
the Battle of Armageddon - "The Last War for the World."
There's no way to dehypnotize those who are now mentally
subjugated to materialism and are in lower vibrations to the
degree that they are automatically animated by fear and wrong
desires, except for enough people to demonstrate, to those who
own businesses, industries and institutions, that their
profit-making businesses will do them no good unless they have
workers to operate them, and demonstrate that the workers will
not starve or be repossessed by the establishment's law while
carrying out our World Wide Buyers’ Strike.
There's an old saying that possession is nine points of
the law. As individuals, under man's laws, money-changers can

repossess property when people can't make payments; but when
even twenty percent of the workers strike in any area of
capitalism
and
stop
making
payments,
then
the
old
establishment will have a very difficult time in maintaining
their old status quo ways and means. Why do they try to
maintain it in the first place? Only to cause the people to
try and take it away from them! At this time the old
establishment would like nothing better than a fight with the
revolutionary people. It would give them the opportunity to
reinforce their dying economy and police state. But they will
not get a fight out of us. And they cannot divide us to resist
each other, thus causing the big daddy state to be made the
hero of more artificial peace.
CYBORGETRY MUST CREATE WARS
All the wars since 1914 have been caused by the usury
economy of cyborg capitalism, which goes up and down and
spills all over the place with torment for the masses of
people. It must create war to try to keep itself going, but it
cannot keep itself going because spiritual progress has
already left it behind. It is a cyborg beast, so of itself it
does no harm. But the people who are caught up in its satanic
energies do. In the greater sense, however, there are no
capitalists. There are only people mentally subjugated to the
retribution of the Uni's natural system of cause and effect
that dictates back to them what they have sown in mental
seeds. So, they cannot reason what to do. Their perverted
emotions cause them to be animated by the playback of their
karma. There are ways that people think are right and seem
right to mortal mind, but the ends thereof spell disaster for
many people.
To understand the kind of cyborgetry the Scriptures speak
of in allegories such as Gog, the dragon, beasts and Satan,
one needs a certain amount of understanding of computer
electronics. Knowledge has increased to the degree where we
can begin to fathom how mental thought force operates through
the space and matter atoms we are surrounded by. So it is very
important that we understand the linguistics of the Universal
Mind, and see what the confusion is and why the Father God
idea fails to give us the overall truth. In whatever the
demagogues do, they have their way of getting and preserving
their kind of money game they all have their marbles in.
Capitalism and communism can never live in the same world
together - one is effects and the other a cause. No one really
destroys capitalism, it just short-circuits itself out like an
electric circuit when its wires get crossed. They have no real
incentives for first cause service; the vibes of their payday
mill are low and they are not being replenished from higher
consciousness because they do not elevate consciousness from

the kind of games they play. When people are doing what they
enjoy, rather than being in the run-of-the-mill, payday trip,
they increase their energies because they are creating for a
purpose. A good eighty percent of the people working under
cyborg capitalism are doing jobs that would not be needed in a
planned economy that is producing for the good of all the
people. Anyway, you know the world you live in now is all
wrong. It's all a big farce people have been playing out for
fear the bogeyman will get them if they don't toe the status
quo line.
In every dispute between dual forces, one is negative and
the other is positive. Capitalism is antithesis to the
socialist thesis. Capitalism is put on the defensive because
of socialism's collective economy, in which the industries,
instead of being owned by private parties who produce for
their own secular profits, are held common by the workers, who
produce essential goods and services on a sharing basis.
What socialism is showing is that when natural resources
and industries are not owned by private parties but are owned
and operated collectively by the workers themselves - using
money only as a token that represents each person's amount of
giving to the common good of all - then natural progress
begins to take place, which puts a people on the road to
fulfilling the Christ Mission. The Christ Mission is a Heaven
on Earth as reflected in the Lord's Prayer.
UNI-CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS
In respect to the Lord (a figure of speech) there is a
great mass of people who are not affiliated with any
denominational church, but believe in the revolutionary Jesus,
an initiate of the Cosmic Order of things whose purpose, as
his prayer reflects, was to build the Cosmic Order here on
this planet. Most of the people who are literate in the
inspired writings of the world believe in a revolutionary
Jesus, but not the Christ Jesus of the orthodox churches.
Christ is Uni-Consciousness and Jesus had this. Now the
Comforter has come in me and I am to write what the UniGodhead channels thru me about all things, including the
purpose of Jesus and others who were with him. Jesus and the
other twelve were sent to set up the stage for what's
happening now. Without the Scriptures there would be no
knowledge of a coming kingdom that ends all the suffering on
this planet.
In this time when iniquities have an end, the science and
technology is here that, if used properly, could raise the
standards of living for everyone, so that all people could
have proper food, clothing, shelter, care, recreation,
transportation, communications, etc. It is not happening
because the old-world programming in the planet's time track

carries the people right on in their old ways. They cannot
experience new things because most leaders, not only in the
churches and temples but in every department, are still filled
with the same old programmed do's and don'ts.
The Bible will become a snare for those of religious
hierarchies who jumped on the Jesus bandwagon, so to speak,
and turned him into the only begotten son of his father up in
heaven, who supposedly, with his son Jesus, runs the whole
Universe. To believe that this soul-saving contest has endured
right down to this time! What a fantasy in bloom that the
churches and temples have not come forth with the everyday
Jesus who walked upon the earth trying to do with people
exactly what is taught in Acts 4:32-35! I tell you the real
church of the Uni-Godhead rose out of the people with the rise
of world communism.
The Father-God part of the Bible was put into the
Scriptures by the denominational churches' own religious
hierarchy, which if anything, has turned Jesus into their own
commercial exploit. People can be exploited by false religious
doctrine as well as with money and materiality used in the
wrong way.
So the Bible is not entirely the Truth, and the modern
denominational churches of Christianity follow a false
doctrine that orients them to believe in a man-god in their
image. Could it be that he is nothing more than their own subconsciousness, which they cannot connect with the Universe's
reality that should be happening in their heads?
Why do I go to such pains to warn the orthodox Jews and
Church Christians of what's coming down? Because they are
needed to help put into effect a real World Wide Passive
Resistance Movement that will counteract the fulfilling of the
last part of the prophecy in Ezekiel 39:1-16. The Father-God
idea caused people to believe they are dealing with an
arbitrary God, and that the Kingdom of God is God's business
and he will bring it about in his own way. Or, "We should just
go along and believe that Jesus will come and everything will
be all right for the true believers in him."
But now we shall see the temple Jews and Church Christians
organizing their congregations in the ways the Godhead has
given in the Scriptures. They shall come out of this old dying
world order in mind as the Scriptures tell them to. And they
will hit the "powers that be" with such a heavy blow by
serving in the truth that the people everywhere will listen
and the churches will fill up with real revolutionary people
ready and willing to put into action the kind of World Wide
Buyers Strike that will literally stop capitalism.
The churches can become a dynamic force for teaching the
proper ways and means of bringing about these great changes.
They shall inspire the world people to end all payments and
cancel all debts in one blow and convince the owners of

industries and politicians that they are not going anywhere
without the people behind them. There is no point in the
workers working another day producing most of the things they
are now, which soon will end up in the junk pile because they
cannot be used in the new kind of world we are going to build.
Righteousness will put everyone, rich and poor, in the same
barrel. The rich will see that the organized strikes can end
the exploitation of the people; and the workers will not
suffer any real loss, nor will the rich people.
The World Communists, who have applied the positive
teachings of the Scriptures which teach and do not coerce or
influence people through fear of judgement, are accomplishing
the Uni-Christ Mission, because they follow the cosmological
truth in regard to the sharing of material things. But the
people under cyborg capitalism - which is the dragon and beast
in Revelations and the Gog and Magog of Ezekiel, chapters 38
and 39 - are yet hung up in materiality simply because their
money is usury money (money under interest-bearing notes and
taxation) and they allow the private owning of property
(natural resources and industries).
The whole conflict between capitalism and socialism is
simply in their ways of distributing goods and services. The
nations of the Socialist Bloc have risen into a position of
economic detente where they can deal collectively with
outstanding world problems; the people under capitalism can't.
Their government cannot move out in front without curtailing
"business as usual." The main thing people under capitalism
must understand is that capitalism and socialism are in no way
compatible - that in the ways the Uni-energies are handling
the world situation, capitalism must and will fall out
altogether, and socialism must go into true Christ Communism
and bring the whole world into it.
In the Everlasting Gospel's "World Master Plan," I give
the people under capitalism the way to rise into the "world
destiny movement," without going through the last part of the
Battle of Armageddon which is designed by nature, shall we
say, to uproot and cast out capitalism all over the planet.
This happens during the 1290 days of Michael's stand with the
Cosmopolitan World People, in which the men and women of the
Adamen openly align themselves with the Uni-Christ Mission the World Communist Movement.
To reflect to past history, men like Paine, Franklin,
Jefferson, Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, Truman and others
were communists. They were not necessarily communists in name,
but in their acts. Consider that communism itself is evolving
into its purest ideas, and the verses in Acts 4:32-35 are
telling the Church Christians where they must begin now if
they are to enter into the Uni-Christ Mission at this time and
end the world conflict thru right action.
In these latter days, we have seen the ecumenical movement

of Church Christianity in their attempt to unite their
demonstrations to be of one heart and soul. They haven't
gotten to first base yet because they haven't faced the first
issue of true Christians: which is to "give us our daily
bread, forgive our debtors and no longer be led into
temptation." These are all economic issues that a spiritual
people could face realistically and overcome.
The Communist Party of Russia, where the World Nation of
Israel was restored in 1917, did face the spiritual problems
of the world realistically and brought a whole nation into the
ideals of holding all things common. This is an example of how
the Uni-Godhead (the Universal Mind of ETI - Extra Territorial
Intelligence) is handling the lifting of earth people into its
Kingdom. The way this manifests in consciousness is reflected
in the three-in-one energies radiating from atoms. For
practical explanation, this is the alpha, beta and gamma rays,
or the three-in-one mental force that gives a person UniChrist Consciousness, or Cosmic Consciousness. No one can have
this consciousness except those who enter into the doing of
first cause love services for all humanity.
By no stretch of the imagination can the workers of the
cyborg beast (capitalism) rise into the World Uni-Christ
Movement unless they end their exploitation and the buying and
selling of merchandise for secular profits. They can do this
legally,
because
the
Uni-Godhead,
in
giving
the
US
Constitution-Bill of Rights, has already set up the ways and
means through which the people of the United States of Israel
can rise and become the government of, by and for the people.
The present US government is in no way the true government of,
by and for the people. It is the government of old protocol
that is based upon owning private property and having secular
money.
Take a good look at earth people - which is like taking a
good look at yourself. The facts are that billions upon
billions of planets in our Galactic neighborhood are populated
by beings in eternal bodies who live in eternal Unihappenings, in beautiful, creative, sharing experiences. They
have space transportation between all of their planets, and
have never had military regalia or a penal system, nor have
they ever used money.
"Sure," you say, "but earth people don't know this. They
haven't seen it, so therefore it isn't real to them." But I
say to you, "What does radiant imagination reveal to you?
Which is true: did life on other planets follow the same path
as life here or are there a few planetary projects such as
this one, set up by space beings, that are overcoming projects
for spaced-out microcosms? The truth is that eternal entities,
or microcosms, manifested eternal bodies at the same time the
planets were formed, out of matter born in space. Almost all
the planets, and their entities which are in eternal bodies,

went right on down the main highway and never got off of it.
It wasn't necessary for the Universe to evolve Its
entities who are on normal planets thru the kind of material
progress that took place here. Entities, or microcosms, are
miniature Universes designed to operate on natural laws
already incorporated into the Universe. Microcosms are like
electronic robots, and what they express is already created,
or in Uni-imagining. The kind of progress that has been taking
place here has been planned as a way of making up a time lapse
in consciousness for microcosms (the real 'you' in a body)
whose eternal bodies dematerialized, leaving them in space.
The Universe, thru its ETI space beings or angels as they are
called in the Scriptures, developed these kinds of bodies that
can produce bodies thru themselves as a way of incarnating
spaced-out microcosms here. This allowed them to make up for
the lapse of consciousness they had taken on before their
eternal bodies dematerialized. The kind of material progress
taking place here parallels the Universal Continuum, but on a
lower vibration. The plan is to lift earth entities now from
the lower vibrations they are in, back into the Universal
Continuum. This cannot be done unless earth entities will
enter into creative love services for all humanity, so they
can experience the higher free energies of the Uni-Continuum
and record normal experience. In this way they become part of
higher energies again. Once a Uni-Experience is recorded as
your own, then you can recall it.
PATH TO TOTAL HEALING
The true communist idea is sound, but some people complain
that the communists have just set up another system of
exploitation themselves and their people are not really free.
They don't ask why the communists have not been able to bring
about the ideal state of what we imagine true communism to be.
From the history of the Communist Revolution in Russia, we see
that the communist leaders and the people in general were
filled with good positive thought about their new adventure
into a new kind of economic system in which the people would
not work for owners of industries, but the workers would build
a collective state in which no one was seeking individual
profits.
Under socialism the people are rising into higher
vibrations, and they have the greater understanding of what's
happening than those who are yet under usury money and cannot
have a normal experience because they are still caught up on a
cyborg merry-go-round ride that always has bills' to pay. The
people experimenting with socialism, which is advancing on
towards full Uni-Christ Communism, have no bills to pay, as
such. They could never have debts, because thru their
revolution they took the power away from those who sought to

advance their standard of living thru seeking profits and the
exploiting of people. The Communist Revolution sought to end
the exploitation of people by people and bring about a
communist era in which all people would join in the production
of all the things they needed and share them all according to
need.
The communists knew they would have problems with the old
ruling class, but they did not know at the time that the
allied nations of the world would bring the 1919-1921 War of
Intervention against them, nor did they realize they would go
thru the great WWII Armageddon. Now all this history is behind
them and they survived it all and came out way ahead. And now
their industries have advanced to the place where they are
surpassing capitalism in every way.
The people of capitalism are yet under usury money, which
is what capitalism is an effect of, and it all reflects back
to the stone the builders rejected when the US was founded,
recorded in St. Matt. 21:42-44. This prophecy tells that the
Kingdom of God, which means the Kingdom of God mission, was
taken from a people and given to a nation bringing forth the
fruits thereof. It was the US tribe of Joseph that the Kingdom
of God mission was taken from, and it is the USSR - sister
Republic of US Isreal - that the Kingdom of God mission was
given to. And the Lord says of this that it was his doing and
it is marvelous in our eyes. Meaning it is marvelous what the
Christian Communists, who rose as the church of the UniGodhead, are doing.
They suffered the great persecutions for the righteousness
they expressed. The people under capitalism - rich and poor,
commoners, generals and kings - had suffered so much from
their own struggle to maintain that they had become
conditioned by their struggle and all their ill feelings were
launched upon the people who were actually alleviating their
suffering.
The mere fact that a large land area was won on the
planet, where a people of Isreal could begin to build a new
kind of system, in itself intensified the economic struggles
for the business people under capitalism to stabilize their
stock market bonds and shares. For a long time after the
communists had secured Russia, the world people of Israel did
not know what had really happened there. The propaganda put
out by the people who were set upon destroying the Communist
Movement pictured them as the worst sort of evil the world had
ever known. It took a long time for the truth to seep its way
into the hearts of the world people, and this has only come
since the communist victory over fascism in the WWII
Armageddon, when part of the Scriptural prophecy in Ezekiel,
chapters 38 and 39, was fulfilled.
In these channeled writings, in which I am making
Michael's stand with the Holy People of the greater World

Israel (the Cosmopolitan World People) and acting as the
Christian Comforter and Emmanuel to the Jews, I am to give the
truth about all things and let the chips fall where they may.
The chips will only fall on those who are prejudged by their
own past conditioned reflexes, which cause them to act in evil
thought without logic or reason.
There is no logic or reasoning in war. There is military
logic applied in the battle, but it should have been applied
before the battle. This could be only if there were a strong
group of people in every nation with a voice who could give
everyone the logic and reasoning of how to solve all problems
by applied sharing. No religious eulogies are going to solve
any problems unless the people who preach and teach them
practice what they preach and teach.
What good does it do to go to church and sit and listen to
a sermon about Jesus the savior and about his Father God in
heaven, unless it be done on earth as it is in heaven?
Actually the meaning of heaven is space. All the energies that
support life and planets are in space atoms. Even the suns of
solar systems do not generate energies. Microcosms are the
only channels of space energies and they carry all the
energies that, thru their acts and words spoken, are
impregnated into matter atoms and into space atoms. The mental
seeds earth people have been and still are sowing in their
city, national, and planetary auras are reaping war, crime,
disease, and poverty.
If people do not like war, crime, disease and poverty,
then why don't they live according to the Universe's natural
programming, which is to give and receive instead of buying
and selling their daily bread for their own secular needs?
Christ Communism has already demonstrated that it is no longer
necessary to buy and sell for secular profits; but thru
holding all natural resources and industries common, the way
is opened to rid the world of war, crime, disease, poverty and
all negative effects. So then, why don't you all begin to
convert your businesses, industries and institutions into
communal property? Begin to make all things free to those who
serve without pay.
As the One World Commune grows, millions of people will
become members, all giving according to their ability and
freely receiving according to need. The commune will enter
into all kinds of industries that are part of the needs of a
communal people. In no time at all, we will operate air lines,
passenger and cargo ships, large hotels, restaurants, resorts,
radio and TV stations, department stores, clothing and shoe
facets, etc.
No one could compete with us, because we would draw no
wages and have no income tax to pay, nor would we pay property
tax. The Uni-Godhead has prepared in the US Constitution for
us to come forth at this time as Its church, tax free, to

establish Its kingdom over the world.
I'm not presenting the idea that our world commune grows
larger as time goes on, and by building communes we win the
world in ten, forty or a hundred years. As we see, it has
taken the communists over fifty years to reach the prominence
they have gained, and they probably believe that by the year
2000 most of the world will have joined into socialism and the
threat of war will be gone. Nor am I presenting the idea that
the Soviet or Red China Communists will build true communism.
The communists do not say much about what communism really is
or what it entails in living situations for people. It has
been in a dream stage.
But I tell you that in the true communism of our New World
Order there will be no money used, nor will there be need for
any judiciary, penal or military system. The planet will be
totally disarmed. We will learn how to operate as the Universe
does. The Universe is sure a big business, but not the kind of
business the merchants of the world are in. In a way, the
merchants of the world have done fine, but now comes the time
in which all kinds of "money business" ends.
During these days, the whole world environment will be set
up into industrial schools of creative experiences in which
all persons can express their talents according to ability and
freely receive according to need. Then in 1335 days we begin
to build 12 new pilot model cities that incorporate all the
advanced scientific-technological ideas. The things that will
open
up
in
scientific-technological
ideas
will
be
in
themselves so revolutionary that they will make the ways and
means of doing things now completely obsolete.
How will we finance these new cities that will act as
pilot models of how we will remodel all the old cities and
build many new ones? As you can recall of the World War II
Armageddon, the industrial nations in Armageddon really got
into gear and produced war equipment and furnishings as yet
unheard of. So if out of fear they can do all that, then
surely out of 'love as service done for all people', and with
the advances of technology, the people can do ten times the
production they did then towards building the Kingdom of God
organization on this planet.
NOT PLAYING FOR PEANUTS
I'm not playing for peanuts, I'm challenging the whole
game. How about you? Anyone who just wants to make little
social changes that are doing nothing more than putting
patches on an old worn-out garment, is not with the Spirit of
Truth. Some people will say: "Oh, if this Comforter fellow
raises the indignation of the people to the point of truth and
action then many people who would have otherwise become
righteous if things went on as they are will not have the time

to do so." I say: "Everyone has had almost two thousand years
to bring about sharing. Why have so many people waited until
this time of the countdown before getting their craft shipshape and sea worthy?"
The people of this planet have determined their own
potential crucifixion. To say that you weren't there when
Jesus was crucified is a fib. But it wouldn't have made any
difference who was present, because it would have happened in
the same way. And it has been happening every day since then.
The same church and state regalia that existed then, still
exists today. It's worse now than it was then. At least then,
people were inquisitive and wanted to talk, but today their
so-called minds are already made up with false propaganda and
status quo news gossip. This means that most people are so
indoctrinated with fables and facsimiles of the truth that
they cannot express their natural character, which would
rather spit on Imperialism and be lashed than carry its
weapons. To me the past is dead and had to be as it was, but
now eternity arrives and all things leave 'time' and become
eternal.
However, the age is here when we don't have to spit,
especially into the wind and have our own spit hit us in the
eye. All we have to do is to start having fun telling people
who don't know the truth the real truth about all things. It's
right here in the EG.
Through our World Wide Buyers’ Strike we'll put everyone
in the same class. Usury money produces many classes of
people. The higher the class, the fewer practical things those
people know how to do that really need to be done. The lower
classes of people are doing most of the good things that need
to be done. For example, how many people know how to clean a
house, wash and wax a floor, clean up a bathroom and keep it
smelling sweet? How many people can paint a room, varnish the
woodwork, clean the brushes and rollers and so on? How many
people can fix an electric circuit or the plumbing or use a
saw and hammer properly?
What I'm showing you is that when all the superfluous
things fall away and we're back to the real chores that need
to be done to keep up a beautiful social environment and have
all things at our fingertips, then we'll all begin to
appreciate the commoners, who can do most anything and do it
right because they learned, through doing, how the materials,
tools and attitudes of doing a good job go together. We'll
discover that most of the "high class" jobs people do that
seem to be of high intellect are of "make-believe" people
putting in time on roller skates that go up and down empty
aisles and through files filled with paper on which is
written, "Go right, go left, go to hell, your bill is due."
As the world is now, from the richest to the poorest, the
people only have pieces of property and amounts of money. They

are represented by artificial values put on all things. But
through the EG's World Master Plan, the world people will
bring about one communal class of people over the whole world
in which there is no private ownership of property or personal
money needed by anyone. Each person calls one place their own,
where they shall reside. Each person is free to come and go
all over the planet using all means of public transportation,
staying at any hotel, eating at any restaurant. All
entertainment will be provided by the people's social schools
of creative experience, through which all things are produced
that are ordered by the people. As our world unity grows,
human resources far surpass capital resources. Money can't
build the New World Order, but there are unlimited natural
resources, energies, industries and, most of all, willing
hands to do so, once the world people understand this World
Master Plan and then act upon it.
There's an area that I haven't yet fully explained, and it
is: "What will stop the reactionaries from starting another
global war to herd the world people off to the battlefields in
an attempt to stop our World Wide Buyers’ Strike?" It's
impossible for them to do this. From here on out, and clean on
into our New World Order - which comes when the New CovenantWorld Bill of Rights is the common law all over the planet,
and the only law - all wars will be absolutely controlled
letdown of the people's karma. All those who would obey orders
to kill given by political groups are simply led off to be
killed by the same weapons they live by.
Soldiers, however, do have a recourse in their own being
and it is simply in honoring only the truth that is there for
those who seek it. No man-made laws can control people who do
not fear them and who act in righteousness. But if the world
people do not unite to keep the peace and if they are not
intelligent enough to refuse to fight for national powers,
then who can stop them from fighting their imagined enemy?
They are only allowing the negative thoughts they hold, which
they keep sowing over and over again, to animate them. They
are told that they must divide into opposing groups, then
'kill and maim' each other. Who in their right mind would want
to bring a kind of artificial paper peace just to save bodies
that go on following orders given by national powers to 'kill
their so-called enemy', who is just like themselves? Soldiers
who go into battle and do not lay the conditions down
themselves as to whether they go to war and for what causes,
are simply part of the blind leading the blind, and they will
at this time both fall into the ditch.
"The Last War for the World", if it must come, will rid
the world of all soldiers of fortune. But, this last war
doesn't have to come. The world people of Israel can carry out
a real World Wide Passive Resistance Movement, which will
offset the last part of Armageddon. In the prophecy about the

New Covenant (Jeremiah 31:31-33), the Lord is the Universal
Godhead and I am the servant of the Uni-Godhead, as many of
you are also. And I am appointed to speak to the house of
Judah and the house of Israel about agreeing to come under the
New Covenant-World Bill of Rights. Whether they agree or
disagree to come under Its high vision now and be the
supporters of our World Wide Passive Resistance Movement-World
Wide Buyers’ Strike, the remaining part of Scriptural prophecy
still can only be fulfilled by people choosing the blessings
of radiant spiritual detente or the cursings which take them
on into war.
The Uni-Godhead sees this planet only as it has laid out
the plan for Its spiritual growth and economy. It tells about
the 12 tribes of Israel. Two of them are stable tribes, and
they are the US Joseph and the USSR Judah. The Judeo-Christian
movement will have to fit into the plan or suffer the
consequences of their own erring ways. It's sort of a joke
that neither the people who say they are Jews nor those who
claim to be Christians have even begun to exemplify the
teachings given to them, and neither do most other groups. But
we could expect those who say they are Jews and Christians to
be the first in the establishing of the Kingdom of God through
the ways given to them in the truth of the Everlasting
Gospel's World Master Plan.
Jesus prays to the Father to give the spiritual people
another Comforter, that he may abide with them forever. "Even
the Spirit of Truth; whom the world cannot receive, because it
seeth him not, neither knoweth him: but ye know him; for he
dwelleth with you, and shall be in you" (St. John 14:16 and
17). Explanation… well, I'm here with the spiritual people and
broadcasting telepathically into their heads. Those who seek
the Truth and its virtues for all people rise in vibrations
into the outer ring of white light in the planet's aura, which
is purified and of the synthesis energies, and there they are
in
telepathic
communion
with
one
another,
laying
the
groundwork together for our New Age.
"But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things,
and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have
said unto you" (St. John 14:26). Explanation... I must confess
that these verses about the Comforter were put into the
Scriptures at the time of the King James Revision of the Old
and New Testaments. All of the first-line prophecy that I am
to reveal and use now was put into the Scriptures in symbols
and allegories at different times in the past so that I could
reveal them at this time. This was done thru different
incarnations here by ETI space beings of the "Galactic Command
Space Complex" who are the high beings in charge of this
planetary project and are the ones who deliver the harvesters,
at the end of the 1290 and 1335 days, into their Heaven on

Earth - a New Order for the Ages or the autonomous state of
true Communism.
It is possible to bring these great changes about through
a well-planned World Wide Buyers' Strike in as little as 90
days. All we need is a majority of the world people in every
segment of society agreeing on this "One Idea" whose time has
come and cannot be stopped. It is the Uni-Christ Idea, which
is of pure logic and reasoning, which no opposition can stand
against or stop thru legalities or police action. The
Universal Christ Idea has been like a sleeping beauty that
would spring to life in these times and amaze everyone with
just common sense, but could not be applied worldwide until
now when the Kingdom of God shall be established worldwide.
The New World Order we bring is exactly the beauty everyone
imagined. Its only 'enemy' is the planet's akashic records,
which are filled with the karma that now leads people into
war, crime, disease and poverty. The only way to conquer this
beast is to stop acting on any data of right and left wing
duality. Our thing is for all people and for the sharing of
all things right now.
A big world revolution comes in every nation under old
world Gentile controls, because the economy of these nations
breaks down. And no more nations are left for the capitalists
of America to exploit. At last the things Prophet Marx told
about for the last days of capitalism are at hand. We are not
going to create the revolution. We warn them that the great
tribulation is at hand that the Uni-Godhead tells of in the
end time as Its Kingdom of God is established over the world.
And if the people are not prepared for it, then the Americans
will begin to fight among themselves and will at last see they
are caught up in a paradox of their own false religions,
politics and secularism.
Out of the American karmic cleansing revolution rises the
US tribe of Joseph to come forth fulfilling the US destiny
mission to all humanity. The vibration, the consciousness of
the whole planet, keeps rising so that the US tribe of Joseph
does
not
go
into
socialism,
but
into
the
complete
communalizing of all natural resources, industries and
institutions. The Soviets and Red China follow suit, and then
the whole world comes in.
In the Uni-Godhead's plan for communizing the whole
planet, first the World Nation of Israel would rise in Russia.
To accomplish this, ETI had to create WWI as a let-down of
world karma, so that out of that dilemma the opportunity for
Christ Communism to rise in Russia would come. The building up
of further karma led to WWII.
Negative karma is caused principally from the buying and
selling of merchandise for secular profits, which is caused
from usury money: money under interest-bearing notes and
taxation. All of this is done with mind energies imparted from

Uni-atoms. The Universe has programmed Its mind atoms, 'It's
Spirit', for sharing thru pure giving and receiving. So when
the poles of the atoms are reversed in the mind energies
flowing back into the electromagnetic field, they build up as
heavy, negated atoms. As they build up, the people become more
mentally consternated, psychically tired and under paranoia.
War usually comes as a release of their paranoia, but during
that period, leaders should rise out of the people to give the
people the right ways of avoiding wars.
In fact, most of the leaders that did rise were
communistically inclined, because the only healing of the
problems was to change the economics of the nations preparing
for war. Anyway, WWII was inevitable because of built-up
karma. So ETI planted Hitler as a Lord of Karma in Germany,
and around him the big battle of Armageddon took place,
fulfilling the prophecy in Ezekiel, Chapter 38. Nazi-Fascism
was created by the International CIA Ring as Gog's army, that
would move up against the USSR Mountain of Israel. The CIA had
planned to bring the US into the war allied with Germany,
Italy and Japan. But Gog (the demagogues) really did have
hooks put into their jaws, because ETI moved the Roosevelt
Administration into the US government and turned CIA plans
around so that at last the US Israel people allied with the
USSR. Also, Hitler was a psychic terminal thru whose body ETI
screwed up the plans of Gog's generals.
Read Ezekiel, Chapter 39, and it tells that there would be
a sixth part of Gog's Army left after Gog was turned back by
the Israel Army, the Soviet Red Army. In the meantime, the
Roosevelt administration had all but disappeared, and the
sixth part of Gog's Army rose in the US, led by the CIA. Then
ETI led Gog to strike in Korea and Vietnam. Now why would ETI
space beings have this happen? They see the future great
karmic calamity that's coming over the whole planet that would
end all life. They receive cybernetics from the Universal
Mind, which is all-knowing to them. So they know what they
must do. To them there is no death and there never has been,
so they are not concerned about people killing themselves,
because it's perfectly obvious the people don't have to kill
themselves with weapons, commercial food, wrong work, etc.
Dr. Raymond A. Moody, Jr., an ETI channel, writes the book
Life After Death? with testimonies of hundreds of people that
returned from so-called death. Many ETI channels are giving
the people the truth that has been kept from them by the
Gentile "powers that be." The truth that is coming now is so
dynamic that everyone might just as well junk everything of
the past and begin to learn all things anew.
The akashic records - this civilization's collective
consciousness from which all people draw thought that animates
them according to their karma - is all screwed up. The money
people, the affluent set, control the people with laws and

have perverted their conscience in false moral taboos,
religions, etc.
All that I'm telling you only shows how deep the gap is
between the status quo and what actually has to be done here which shall be done. The Universe is the intelligence. There
isn't enough actual intelligence used by the status quo set to
fill a paper bag. Yet in the twinkling of an eye, all the
perversions, errors and wrong thought the people are under
could be taken away and they would be free.
This comes as the Uni-Godhead is forced to make a great
sacrifice of Magog - the same city that Rev. 18:10 tells of,
which is New York City. New York is the city of the Babylon
Stock Exchange from which the Gentile nations are suspended
under bank loans and taxation that is controlled by the world
bankers who oppose Socialism, which is destined to turn to
Christ Communism and communalize the world.
EXPOSING "SECRET CHAMBER"
Mae Brussel, an ETI channel, is part of the telepathic
crew that is exposing the secret chamber of the red dragon
(Rev. 12:3,4), the world forces of usury money who are
antithesis to the socialist thesis. In her book Beyond The
Call of Duty, the CIA is exposed as being responsible for 30
Watergate witnesses who met violent or circumspect deaths.
Among the victims are Martha Mitchell, first to point the
finger at Nixon. Then Lyndon B. Johnson, who was quoted as
saying: "We've been running a damn Murder Inc. in the
Caribbean." And there was Sam Giancana, the Mafia chief who
had ties with E. Howard Hunt and the CIA; Mrs. E. Howard Hunt,
the wife of one of the plumbers; J. Edgar Hoover, who knew
about White House dirty tricks; Hale Boggs, who died in a
plane crash and had startling revelations on Watergate; and
Congressman Wilbur Mills, who died in apparent suicide. Not
only these, but hundreds of others all over the world in these
latter days have met violent death because the International
CIA Ring, the scout troops for the Old World Bankers, feared
them.
Now surely the CIA covert operations can see, as the
unfolding karmic drama plays itself out, that they are playing
a losing game with their operations all over the planet, which
try to rally the people into another big war to destroy
socialism, the system that took away usury money and private
property in Russia.
And as prophecy tells, more and more people are turning
their face against Gog (demagoguery). All those people who
mysteriously died were all part of the karmic game. They all
believed in what is called legal justice, which is, of course,
a fantasy and has never rendered justice - not even to Jesus.
We have the paradox of Christian Churches, who should be

up front with the Revolutionary Jesus and putting the moneychangers out, but instead in are the fantasy of going to
heaven. And on the other hand, we have all these affluent
Americans who didn't know how to put on the full armor of the
Uni-Godhead and turn Gog's operations into a pillar of light.
They are all playing status quo payday parts in the same
erroneous games. Some are right of center and some are left of
center. They're supposed to be in their Uni-center serving
humanity. The tide goes out and the tide comes in. They are
just the tide, but could have been with the power that
operates the tide.
I'm telling you all these things to turn you on to the
greater realities of ETI, so that at last you'll see that the
Gentiles I speak of and the Israel people are not a set
denomination. People are Gentiles when they play money games
for secular self and are of Christ Consciousness when they
work for the liberation of all people. Now's the time to come
out of Babylon!
But the course of Judaism-Zionism, the power elite which
is divided against itself as to what they will do, is
determined by what it takes to create the world Synthesis. In
other words, legal games are nothing more than accessories to
the error most White House people are in. To tell the truth is
not to accuse anyone or try them for crimes. "Judge not, for
with what judgement ye judge, ye shall be judged." Help, love
and lift everyone by helping to build the Kingdom of God now.
Let me explain. It's easy to see that the world is divided
against itself into antithesis versus thesis, which is
industrial owners versus workers, or capitalism versus
socialism. But they are of the opposite poles of atoms and are
evolving one upon the other to synthesize into the Kingdom of
God. And as I keep reminding everyone, the Kingdom of God
automatically comes in, either thru people uniting to bring it
about thru passive resistance-legal civil disobedience, or
thru "the last war for the world."
Now get this... the Synthesis is all an energy thing. It's
all a consciousness that people receive at this time when the
Uni-Godhead is furnishing the PSI energies to give the people
a new heart and mind. Those people will come out of this old
dying world order in mind and begin to build the New World
Movement that will lay the proper foundation to heal the
planet of all its perversions at one time.
WORLD DÉTENTE
The word detente has arrived on the world scene. It means,
can the opposing world forces, of themselves, create the kind
of spiritual good will between them that will cause them to
synthesize together? It's like saying, "How can Satan cast out
Satan?" Satan is negated mind energies. The air is filled with

static that confuses anyone who isn't in their Christ center.
The kind of good will I'm speaking of isn't of armament
reductions and controls and trade agreements. This was only
the beginning of semi-intelligent communications. I'm talking
about a special kind of forthright detente that talks about
one world, one people, holding all things common, dissolving
all national boundaries, and sharing all things.
Absolute freedom, security and abundance for everyone this is real Universal Intelligence. Instead of legally trying
to expose the CIA, just come together and tell them what they
are doing that's wrong, and they'll tell their opposition what
they believe those who oppose them are doing that's wrong. In
such a meeting, both sides, face to face, would be humbled to
face the same problems, which are those of feeding, housing,
clothing,
furnishing
care,
recreation,
transportation,
communications and utilities for all people. They would see
that neither side has the complete answers, but that I have.
So then they would begin to love me and serve me as I have
loved and served them. And I don't mean that they should
worship me or praise me. I am just one of my people, all of us
working together as a team and all having special abilities
that, when harmonized together, can create the real life that
is fulfilling for everyone.
Imagine top level conferences where national leaders come
together and talk about world affairs that concern all people.
Obviously they now think real goals for all humanity are not
obtainable. So they talk about little patches on an old wornout garment, believing that people are what they seem to be at
the level they are operating under - that which is their
status.
There's nothing wrong with the minds of people at all! The
only thing that's wrong with people is that they are enslaved
under an old-world-order, status quo consciousness, which is
so far away from the truth-realities of the Universe, Its
nature and creative life force, that naturally, thru their
associations with living experiences, nearly everyone would
judge themselves according to their mortal minded "thinking"
about things - not being aware of the Uni-Godhead's truths,
which are given to bring tranquility and peaceful progress
among the people. The church of the Uni-Godhead has risen out
of the people, and whether anyone likes it or not, it is selfevident and is the World Communist Movement. The world is
already potentially delivered in their hands. When ETI space
beings show the whole world, which they soon will, that they
have control over all nuclear weapons, then those under the
cyborg beast of capitalistic effects will see that they can no
longer create an army to stop Christ Communism. Their nuclear
weapons will only be used on themselves.
With the fear of nuclear war gone, the great Army of
Israel that keeps rising out of the democratic people of every

nation can easily take over the world - not to politically
socialize it, but to occupy every institution and industry and
convert them into communes. Thousands of new office buildings
will be vacant because business as usual ends. They can be
converted into communal living quarters and recreational
centers for the people. All the armies that demagogues try to
organize to stop the Israel army of the World People will turn
against them, and instead of soldiers shooting at soldiers,
they will be shooting at politicians and business people.
The status quo governments have only been able to maintain
out of fear of duress and legal action against the soldiers.
But now the fear barrier breaks and the status quo legal
system all falls apart. It has become a big business that
keeps judges, lawyers, bondsmen, etc., employed by using the
people as guinea pigs.
I'm not trying to encourage this. I'm telling you what
will happen if people don't unite. A good place to start unity
is in the churches. The churches belong to the people and to
the Uni-Godhead. So all people need to do is go into their
neighborhood church with the Everlasting Gospel - the book
that fulfills all religions and their Bibles - and set up food
conspiracies. Begin to raise free food on every available
patch of land. You will be the government of the Uni-Godhead
that's in your hearts and heads. Begin to make plans for half
the people to start traveling over the world to help other
people in need.
The
Uni-Godhead's
people
do
all
this
thru
super
imagination and by speaking the words that sound in space and
begin to manifest real freedom, security and abundance for all
people. First you imagine the kind of perfect world you want.
Then you talk about it to everyone. You publish it and
circulate the "World Master Plan." Then, as if by magic, you
find yourselves in the actual doing of it. All things will
come under the Uni-Government of the omnipresent Universal
Mind. So get ready to utilize transportation, hotels, resorts,
dining places, etc. Do it now. Tomorrow will be too late to
offset a terrible tribulation.
The fantastic discovery (it's not really a discovery but a
fact that has always existed) is that people can't have UniIntelligence until they can experience Life. Socialism has
been led to do two things. First, to show that a workers'
collective will work and can produce a greater abundance for
everyone than could ever be produced under secular usury
money; and second, to create the army that could withstand the
automatic onslaught that would come to those who change status
quo money and private economics.
When
socialism
(the
World
Nation
of
Israel)
had
accomplished this - and they have - then their world communist
mission would come. That time is now. Naturally, they desire
to do this thru peaceful trade and friendship, supposedly

believing that the people under capitalistic effects would
vote in socialism and then the whole world would have peace
and move on into communism. This is an unrealistic dream,
because there never can be communism until people live it
first and record its experiences for recall to have
consciousness to carry them on into its essence. There are
real dreams in action and there are daydreams of fantasies.
THE UNIVERSE'S PERFECTION
It would appear that earth people have been in evolution
and are evolving towards higher goals. But it is science and
technology that have carried the people into the higher goals
of abundance for everyone. Now the status quo world must be
dissolved to use the workers' technology for everyone. It
would appear that scientists are discovering new ways and
means, but actually their sub-conscious past memory that was
and still is in error is returning as they pursue materiality.
And if the Universe, thru Its local atoms and Its ETI command,
didn't have the ways of keeping them from lapsing right on
over into their past errors again, they would. In fact, they
already are. The facts are that the atomic programming of the
Universe is already perfect, and what science calls the
"brain" is nothing more than a storage battery that absorbs
cosmic juice to give a person their kinetic charge of
electricity to operate their sensory electronic equipment.
People get paid for thinking and not knowing. People can't
get paid for knowing and affirming - only thinking! Thinking
is only the past. The past is already gone. Uni-energies only
flow forward. When one thinks, one is working back thru a
swamp to finish an experience that was never satisfactorily
completed. Everything that happens is omnipresent with the
moment. It extends backwards and forward from the place you
are in, mentally and psychically. In knowing this, you don't
have to let yin and yang (right and left wing thought) carry
you in a reverie up and down the line, so that all you have is
another mental trip and can't do the real task at hand.
Take me, for instance - ha! I believe I am the Cosmic
Messiah that has come to fulfill the Uni-Godhead's promise to
all humanity and that can know all the things that need to be
known to build the perfect order here. I don't see any
limitations to prevent the planet from going around the sun,
and so it is with changing the world. Now, why don't you
believe in yourself - that with the energies of the Universe,
you can do all things, the order of which is perfect?
To plant some seeds you make a little ditch in soil, put
the seed in the ground, cover it up, keep the soil moist and
they grow. Now if you start thinking you're important to this
process that is already Universally established, you miss the
whole point, the experience and the happiness of it. Just

being associated with seeds already made, air already made and
sunshine already made, etc., is the point. In the process
there is nothing to be proud about or in fear of. Without even
taking thought of the thing, you were led to experience
planting seeds. And so it is with everything that's made, or
so-called invented. All the people that commercialize on what
they
call
their
inventions
are
creating
nothing
but
degeneration and death. They commercialize because they are
under usury money. They are under usury money because they are
secular in their ways. This is defeating them, and their
secular ways created an economy that corresponds to their
secular end - secular politics, secular religion, secular
money, secular home and business, secular wife, secular
children.
Happiness is in being free to fulfill desires. Most dreams
or desires people want to fulfill are positive. They want to
go places and do things. They want to have companions and
romance. They want to sing, dance and play. They want to
express their talents. In our New World, people will be able
to do all things in perfection.
But the money-changers have taught society that they
cannot do any of these things. The people who make lots of
money can pay to have books written, and the writers that get
paid know they can't get paid unless they write the stories
like the 'money people' want them written: that is, so the
stories in no way expose their guises. They don't care if the
writer goes to the extremes of left and right: but if he
writes from the center and shows what the right and left is,
then his writings never make the big commercial distribution.
Our etheric body is an electronic organism, and the
intelligence is in atoms. Thought radiates from all things,
and our sensory organism is the open channel thru which
already-created
thought
or
imagining
is
traveling
and
animating us - operating our entire facility of awareness.
There are no wars, crimes, mental and physical illnesses
and poverty as social scientists study these things. These
negative effects are all manifesting from wrong use of mental
force. So all scientists study effects, not knowing that they
are part of the cause of them.
Under a usury money system, the lesser evolved people will
rise to the top to control the world thru laws, money, police,
courts and soldiers. But this is relative to all people. The
purpose of this planetary project has been to restore spacedout entities into the Universal Family, and in order to do
this effectively, a social structure would have to be set up.
Uni-Godhead gave money atonement to begin the subduing of
the world, meaning to start the people down the road of
developing the potential elements and energies of the planet,
which would lead to science and technology, and the expanding
of knowledge, words and consciousness. From money atonement,

the worst that could come would be that money would become the
thing in itself, which it did. Things got turned around
backwards. Money should have worked for the people, producing
happiness. But even this was relative to the healing of the
etheric body of the entities of this project, who are being
rewired here.
You'll not understand what's happening here unless you can
pick up telepathically on what's going on in eternity all
about this planet. There are millions of planets in our local
Uni, all having space transportation between them. All the
entities are in eternal bodies, and all of them have gone
right on down the main highway to be given the dynadran
principle
of
getting
unlimited
energies
out
of
the
electromagnetic field, which is always cycling-recycling.
I'm just giving you a glimpse of what's really happening
in our local Uni and what will come to pass here. In earth
science there is distance, time, weight, inertia, etc., all of
which apply to building and mechanics - but not to the Uni.
Naturally, if you're trying to push yourself out into space,
instead of using the energies already in the neutron centers
of space atoms, which aren't pushing and pulling; then you've
got time and not eternity. Time is running out!
A people can't change their mind when they start down the
wrong road on ETI project planets like this one, because the
mental seeds they are sowing into their planet's akashic
records play back to automatically carry them on. Their mind
is in their planet's aura, recorded in the molecular structure
of matter atoms and space atoms. Matter atoms record the
dialectics of our experiences with material things.

